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Two Rorkland police officers resigned over the week-end One is
employed by a local garage while
the other went to the Maine State
Prison as a guard
Carol Tiffin, who has served two
periods as a patrolman, the last
about two years, is employed as a
guard at the prison
Harlan Linscott. who has also
been employed as a patrolman on
two different occa ions, is on the
staff of Maine Willys Sales Com
pany.
The resignations leaves the force
with but eight men. Including the
three ranking officers who are on
station duty
City Manager Farnsworth said
this morning that applications for
the two vacant positions on the
force are now being received Ap
plicants must be over 21 years of
age and not have passed their 35th
birthday.
Application forms are available
at the office of the City Manager.

Past High

Priests

ft

.

High Priest Horatio C Cowan an
nounces that the Chapter Convoca
tion, Thursday is to be a dinner
meeting in honor of Past High
Priests
Since the Chapter was chartered
ln 1849 a period of 103 years, there
have been 73 High Priests. There
are 28 living and it is hoped that
all will be present to grace the head
table. Below is a list and the year
they presided.
Leo Howard. 1913; Albert P
Blaisdell, 1914; Oeorge T. Stewart.
1916; Frank A Maxey, 1921; George
L. St. Clair. 1922; Arthur F Wis
ner, 1923; William D. Talbot. 1924
Judson I. Crouse, 1925; Edward
O. BOonia, 1927; James E Ste
vens, 1929; Charles C. Phillips,
1930, Ralph U. Clark. 1933; Leroy
A Chatto, 1934; Allen Ii Borgerson.
1936; Ernest A. Rogers, 1937; John
A Stevens, 1938; Roland C. Rackllffe, 1939; Robert A Webster,'1940 J
Martin S. Graves. 1942; Robert
E Pendleton, 1943; Louis A Walk
er, 1944; William E. Koster. 1945;
James L. Pease, 1946; Winfield L.
Chatto, 1947; Charles A Duncan,
1948; Albert E MacPhail, 1949;
Robert L. Kurr, 1950; Charles M.
Foot, 1951.
The work for the evening will be
in the Royal Arch degree, and the
following Past High Priests will
take over the stations conferring
the degree
High Priest,- Albert MacPhail;
King. Frank Maxey; Scribe. John
A.
Stevens; Captain of Host,
Charles Duncan; Prin Sojourner,
Leroy Chatto; Secretary, J E. Ste
vens; Treasurer, Martin Graves;
Royal Arch Captain, Charles Foote;
Third Veil, Winfield Chatto; Sec
ond Veil, George T Stewart; First
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

INTEGRITY

WELL WORTH SEEING
Photographic "Stories'7 Presented At the
Knox County Camera Club's
Exhibition
A series of photographic stories
has been made a new feature of
the Knox County Camera Club,
which opened its 12th annual exibit ln the Farnsworth Library and
Art Museum Sunday
The black and white print show
will continue in the low’er gallery)
for a month, and next Sunday,
June 8. a public reception will be
held by the members in connection
with a showing of color slides by the
group in the auditorium adjoining
the gallery. On that day also judg
ing will be completed and the win
ning prints announced
The picture stories show a little
girl at bedtime; scenes from a reli

gious play; a child having her pho
to made; a vacation windjammer
cruise; Winter storm scenes; a boy
playing on a cannon; a day of ice
fishing; country gates and a pho
tographer working.
Exhibitors this year include Wil
liam W Cross, Major Elmer E.
Barde, Mrs. Rosamond Bell Jen
sen, Sam J. Savitt, Forest R. Pink
erton, Miss Madeline G. Philbrick
of Rockland. James A. Moore and
Mrs. Hjordis Thorvaldsen, Glen
Covet Mrs. Cleo W. Hopkins. Rock
land John G. Felton, Camden;
Mrs Rita Norwood and Carroll
Thayer Berry, Rockport; Harold I.
Drewett arid Charles Kigel. Warren.

MEDICAL PROGRAM ANNOUNCED
Convention Will Be Held At the Samoset
Hotel June 22-24
Dr Loring W. Pratt chairman of
the Maine Medical Association's
Scientific Committee, released to
day the full program for the Asso
ciation's Annual Session to be held
at the Samoset Hotel, Rockland,
June 22-24th
Dr, Harry S. N. Greene, Profes
sor of Pathology at Yale University
School of Medicine, will be the
speaker Monday morning on the
subject, ''The Significance of the
Heterotransplantability of Human
Cancer Cells” His experimental
work in the transplanting of tumor
tissue to the eye and brain of ani
mals is considered very significant.
During Monday afternoon four
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The Lions won over the

Will
run
Sundays
leaving
Rockland at 8.30 A. M.
Arriv
ing North Haven 9.40 A. M.
Leave North Haven at 3.45 P.
M.
Arriving Rockland at 4.55
P. M.
Leave Rockland at 5.00 P. M.
Arriving North Haven at 6.10
P. M.
June 29th to Sept. 6th inclu
sive extra
trip
from
North
Haven every Saturday P. M.
Leaving North Haven at 5.30 P.
M. Arriving Rockland 6.40 P M.

(Subject to change without
notice)
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rnovus oy vunen
Maurice Kennedy of the Rockport team awaits the first pitch in the opening game of the Knox
Suburban Little League played at Rockport Monday night. He was hit by the pitch and later scored Rock
port » first run in a 3-0 win over the Camden Lions. A good crowd watched the opener which was shifted
from Camden because of wet grounds there.
Sonny Wentworth. Rockport pitcher, fanned 12 Camden
batters and allowed only two hits.

Rockport Blanks the Camden Lions—
Lions Take Over the Odd Fellows

outs'anding doctors will speak. At
2 o'clock Dr John W Strieder, As
sociate Professor of Thoracic Sur
gery. Harvard Medical 8chool, will
lecture on "The Surgical Treatment
of Pulmonary
Infections." Dr.
Strieder Ls well known to doctors
for his work in cardiac and pulmon
ary Surgery, and particularly for
work in pericardiectomy in cases
of constructive pericarditis. He is
brought to the Maine Medical As
sociation through the Maine Tu
berculosis Association.
Following Dr Strieder Monday
afternoon, William Stone, Jr., M
D. Staff of the Massachusetts Eye
and Ear Infirmary, will speak on
"The Retention of the Incompletely
Covered Foreign Body in Tissues
With Special Application to the
Eye.’’
Next on the program. George Van
8. Smith, M. D.. William H Baker
Professor of Gynecology. Harvard
Medical School, lectures on The
SUMMER SCHEDULE

VINALHAVEN
PORT DISTRICT

VOTE FOR

Ste

Odd Fellows 10-9 in a thriller.

IS
UNQUESTIONED

Monday night.

phen Blackman, left and David Gregory choose up for first ups while Wayne Nelson. Richard Dearborn,

Veil, A B. Borgerson
There are three candidates to be
exalted and have the honor of be
ing advanced by all Past High
Priests filling the chairs. These
candidates are Donald Calderwood,
Albert Ferrier and C. H Tapley.
It is expected that a large num
ber of memoers will be present to
watch the work.

HIS

Volume 107, Number 67
The Black Cat
By the Bering Reporter

Writes Mrs Blanche W. Johnson
of Long Valley, N. J.:
"The ‘model dairy’ is the Welch
Farmer's Dairy It distributes milk
over a large section, not as large
a distributing company as Borden's
or Alderney and Elwood Taylor One
of the men is our nearest neighbor.

David Hill, and League President Charley Thornton look on in the background.

Local Chapter To Have a
Dinner Meeting In Their
Honor Thursday Night

'Issue

A hospital report says that the
condition of Louis De Angeles, Jr.,
of Old Orchard is good To be won
dered at, because Louis is two years
old. and fell 40 feet from a third
floor porch.

«r*'

The Kockland American Little League gets underway at Schofield-White Park

tt

*5 00 per year
*3 SO in montba

Knox Suburban and Rockland Little Leagues Opened Last Night

Patrolmen Linscott, Tiffin
Are Now In Other Work;
Replacements Sought
.

EIGHT PAGES—5c COPY

Tuesday

Starting June 2 to Oct. 1. 1952

Daily Except Sunday EDT.
Lv. Vinalhaven
Ar. Rorkland

7.00 A. M.
8.20 AM.

I V Vinalhaven
Ar. Rorkland

12.15 F. M.
2.05 P.M.

. 9.30 A. M.
Lv. Rorkland
10.50 A.M.
Ar. Vinalhaven
i,v7 Rorkland ....... ....... 3.30 P. M.
4.50 P. M.
Ar. Vinalhaven ...
June 2 to September 13
BOAT MARY A
Leave Rockland 7.45 A. M.;
Arrive Vinalhaven 9.05 A. M.;
Leave Vinalhaven 4.15 P. M.; Ar
rive Rockland 5.35 P. M.; On
Tuesdays and Thursdays extra
trip of Mary A leaving Rockland
at 2.15 P. M.i starting June 28
will leave Vinalhaven Saturday
at 5.30 P. M. instead of 4.15 P. M.

STARTING SUNDAY JUNE 29
Will run Sundays leaving Rock
land at 8.45 A. M.i arriving
Vinalhaven 10.05 A. M. Leaving
Vinalhaven 3.30 P. M., arriving
Rorkland at 4.50 P. M. Leaving
Rorkland 5.00 P. M„ arriving
Vinalhaven 6.20 P. M.

(Subject to change without
notice)
66-tf

(By Bob Mayo)
ing rally A lad named Coakley had
Little league activity broke out himself a home run for the Lions
on two fronts Monday night as the in the four run fourth but unfor
season opend in both the Rockland tunately failed to touch third and
American and
Knox Suburban it was only a double. He. Miller,
leagues. At Rockport the home and Knowlton each had two hits
team shut out the Camden Lions apiece Score:
3-0 and at Rockland the Lions Rockport
3 0 0 0 0 0—3-6-1
edged the Odd Fellows in a wild Camden Lions 0 0 0 0 0 0—0-2-2
10-9 game. Fair sized crowds
Wentworth and Farley; Berry
viewed the proceedings at both pla and Drinkwater.
• • • e
ces and at Rockport over 419 was
taken in by passing the hat, (or, Lions
3 0 0 4 0 3-10-14- 5
to be more accurate, the cigar box.) IOOF
4 1 0 0 4 0— 9-11- 3
All the scoring at Rockport took
Jordan, Miller (6) and Gregory;
place in the home half of the first. Ames. Hill <4) and Tidd.
The Camden pitcher, Don Berry hit
On Wednesday at Thomaston the
the first Rockport batter with his other two teams of the Suburban
very first pitch and it seemed to j loop swing into action with the
upset him as he walked the next Camden Knoxers the visitors. In
batter; Butch Farley then basted a the Rockland loop the Kiwanis and
grounder on which an error was Rotary teams meet Tuesday night,
made and one run was in. Sonny and on Wednesday the Odd FellWentworth, the Rockport pitcher, gws and Kiwanis play Standings;
then blasted a two run single and .
Surburban League
that was all for the evening. Went
W
L
worth fanned 12 in his winning ef- 1 Rockport
1
0
fort and Berry did well enough al Camden Knoxer*
0
0
ter the first, though Rockport load- j Thomaston
0
0
ed the bases once more. Wentworth Camden Lions
0
1
allowed only two hits and walked
Rockland Lea gut*
three. Camden failed to get a run
W
L
ner as far as third. Their ace play Lions
1
0
er was Leroy Bennett who turned
Kiwanis
0 0
in a nice game at short.
Rotary
0 0
An entirely different type of IOOF
0 1
game was taking place at Rockland.
Poor throwing by both infields
made life tough for the pitchers
and there were frequent timely hits
The most timely of all were a pair
of successive doubles by Jordan and
Knowlton of the winners which fol
lowed a walk and an error in the
winning Lions three run sixth inn

Engaged

Treatment of Preeclampsia and Enclampsia With Penicillin."
Di Sidney Gellis, Boston Chil
dren's Hospital, will then speak on
the "Cause of Death in the New
born and What Can Be Done To
Prevent Them." Dr. Gellis is As
sistant to Dr January, Chief of
Boston Children's Hospital. He also
acts as a teacher at Boston Chil
dren’s Hospital and Beth Israel
Hospital. A speaker who will be of
special interest to all pediatricians.
Gov. Frederick G. Payns will
speak briefly at the banquet Tues
day night. The main speaker at
that dinner will be Dr William B
Terhune. Associate Clinical Profes
sor of Psychiatry, Yale University
School of Medicine, on uMaking
the Most of Man.” This introduces
the subject of "Mental Health," and
is in line with the urgings of Pres
ident C. Harold Jameson that more
facilities in the teaching of Men
tal Health" at school age levels be
made available in Maine.

One year ago: The 50th annicversary of Dr John Smith Lowe's or
Russell Funeral Home with burial dination was observed at the Uni
in Seaview cemetery. Rev. James versalist Chrch—Dorian Ames of
Dagino of the Littlefield Memorial Matinicus hooked a 300-pound hali
but in pulling his lobster traps—
Raymond Smallwood Killed Church will officiate.
Rev Bruce Cummings, pastor of
Saturday Night On Fog
the Warren Baptist Church re
Shrouded Route One
ceived the Bachelor of Divinity de
gree at Gordon Divinity School—
Raymond Smallwood, 34, of Rock
Mary Catherine O'Neil of Vinal*
High
School
Letters
and
land. father of five children was
haven, died in this city—Buford L.
Special Awards Will Be
fatally injured in a head-on auto
Grant of Ashland was elected su
crash on US 1 at the FalmouthMade This Evening
perintendent of Camden, Thomas
Cumberland line late Saturday
Rev Bruce P Cummings will be ton and Hope schools.
night.
As near as can be determined, speaker tonight, at the annual
Smallwood was a passenger ln a banquet of the Warren High School
A Solid Platform
car operated by Harold C. Tabbutt, Student Council, which will be held
59, whose home is at 126 Thomas at the Montgomery rooms at 6
Candidate Hussey Says That
ton street, Rockland. Tabbutt was o'clock, with the High School pres
Is the Aim Of His Cam
Inured and hospitalized.
ent in a body.
Smallwood died some two hours
paign
Letter awards and awards in
after the accident In a Portland "who’s who. at Warren High
Executive
Council
Chairman Le
hospital, where both were taken School will be made by Fred
The body was removed to the Rus Perkins, Jr., High School principal. roy F Hussey declared that hs
to present a
sell Funeral Home in Rockland.
Toastmaster of the evening will would continue
A second person, Mrs. Earl W be Miss Mary Berry, president of “sound campaign platform of pro
Noye.-,. Sr . 54. of Falmouth Pore- the Student Council.
Chester gress and prosperity for the State
side. died in the crash which is re Wyllie will be song leader, and ac of Maine despite the vicious, un
ported to have taken place on a fog companist will be Mrs. Verna dercover smear campaign that has
been directed against my candi
Mank.
shrouded highway.
Little if any details of the mo
Faculty advisor for the banquet dacy."
In a message to his campaign
ment preceding the crash have is Mrs. Grace Wyllie, who has
been obtained from Tabbutt or named the following committees: volunteers throughout the State,
Mrs Noyes’ husband, who also sur- I Banquet Misses Avis Gammon. Rae Hussey noted that the “smear drive
vlved the crash.
Cogan, Virginia Davis. Jean Kin seems to have reached a grand cli
Smallwood, whose home was at 7 ney, and Mary Berry. Decorations max within the past week. We have
Perry street, is reported to have Phyllis Leino, Dorothy Carroll, been warned, however, that the
been on a trip which included a Peggy Penney, Philip Robinson, and smearers intend to intensify their
visit to relatives in Quincy. Mass. Gilbert Martin.
efforts during the closing weeks of
Surviving him are his wife, Gene
the campaign. Every imaginable
vieve and five children; Leslie, 16,
A property damage accident in false whisper has been used and
Bryce. 15. Brian 10, Donna 12 and volving cars driven by John Ander we are told that more are in the
Laurel 7.
son of Thomaston and Fred Has making for distribution by un
He was bom in Patten, Maine, kell. Frederick street, Rockland, principled men and women.
March 18. 1918 to Mr and Mrs occurred Monday afternoon at the
“I shall continue to present my
Fred Smallwood The mother is now corner of Main and Willow streets. candidacy to the people of Maine
Mis Laurel Henderson of Boston, Anderson was turning into Willow on a solid platform of progress and
while the father is a resident of street when he collided with the prosperity through more payrolls,
Foxboro. Mass.
rear of the Haskell car which was through improving our education
Funeral services will be held backing into the curb Damage of al system, through development
Wednesday at 1 p m. from the $25 was done each car.
and expansion, through considerate
thought for our needy and aged,
through better opportunities for
our youth and through betterment
of our public health and welfare.
(Continued on Page Six)

Crash Victim

Warren Banquet

ECHOES OF MEMORIAL DAY

As Given By Eliza Plummer, Press Cor
respondent For Patriotic Bodies

Members of Ruth Mayhew Tent.
DU V . attended services in G-A.R
Hall. Memorial Sunday, conducted
by Mr Woodward of Thomaston.
The G A R hall was designated by
Our Fathers to be known as Union
Veterans' Memorial Hall, when the
Greta Nelson
Association
was
incorporated.
Mr and Mrs Carl O Nelson What more fitting memorial to Our
of 310 Limerock street. Rockland, Fathers, than our attendance for
announce the engagement of their this Sacred and Holy Day?
• • « •
daughter. Miss Greta Nelson, to
Edwin Libby Relief Corps was
Herman G. Hoffman, son of Mr. and
Mrs Herman M Hoffman of Cin in charge of the services on the
G.AJt lawn when wreaths were
cinnati, Ohio.
No date ha? been set for the wed placed by Everett Payson. Herman
Winchenbaugh, Arthur Marsh and
ding.
Ed Mullen—all Sons of Union Vet
erans of the '61-’65 Civil War
Mrs. Velma Marsh led the line
of march with Mrs. Mabel Richard
son, Mrs. Eliza Plummer. Mrs.
Margaret Rackliff, Mrs. Susie Karl,
Mrs Alta Dimick, Mrs Ada Payson, Mrs. Priscilla Smith and Mrs.
PLAYOFFS FOR CLASS L
Gertrude Salo. color guards for the
Sons of Veterans.
All organizations allied with the
THORNTON ACADEMY
G.AJt. were represented in the
VS.
services.
• • • •
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
In connection with the Memorial
Day parade , the service at the
Today, June 3—at 2.30 P. M.
waterfront conducted by Ruth May
hew Tent, D.U.V. was a colorful
feature.
Community Park
Mrs Ada Payson, patriotic in
structor of the Tent assembled a
Adults 30c; Students 15c; Grammar School 10c
dozen small children as flower
bearers, and four white-clad la

ASEBALL

While Mrs Alice I. HaU was
working in her flower garden
Thursday, she looked down and
saw something shining. She picked
it out of the dirt and it proved to be
a man's gold ring She read the ini
tials "M L T." and on the outside,
"1964 ”—It proved to be Merton L.
Taylor’s class ring, buried under
the sod many year's ago. He real
ized he had lost it, but didn’t know
where He was pleased to recover
it.
—O—
Picket fences appear to be hav
ing a revival. I noticed several on
Chestnut street Camden. And wa
gon wheel entrances are not un
common.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

If I had my life to live again, I
would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to mom
music at least once a week. Tbe
dies, color bearers, escorted by Da loss of these tastes ls a lose of hap
vid Graves, to the waterfront, where piness.—Charles Darwin.
Mrs. Eliza Plummer acted as chap
HAPPINESS
lain during the sendee. Flowers for Happiness is like a crystal.
the G.AR Veterans were cast by Fair and exquisite and clear.
Mrs Lucy Sawyer, for Spanish War Broken in a million pieces,
Veterans, Miss Margaret Sawyer, Shattered, scattered far and near.
World Wars I and II. Susie Karl Now and then along life's pathway,
Lo’ some shining fragments fall;
and far all war heroes, the Little But there are so many pieces
folks offered their tributes.
No one ever finds them all.
Taps and a firing squad gave an
You may find a bit of beauty.
impressive finish to the service as Or an honest share of wealth.
instituted by Our Fathers, the While another just beside you
G.A.R. Veterans.
Gathers honor, love or health.
•• • •
Vain to choose or grasp unduly,
At the Memorial on Union street, Broken is the perfect ball;
again assembled the Daughters of And there are so many pieces
No one ever finds them all.
Union Veterans, supported by Gold
Star mothers and fathers, in re Yet the wise as on they journey
sponse to an invitation issued Treasure every fragment clear.
Fit them as they may together.
through the Tent and pitblic print. Imaging the shattered sphere,
Rev. Mr. Monteith offering prayer Learning ever to be thankful.
and benediction, with a short ad Though their share of it is small;
dress given by the Tent represen For it has so many pieces
No one ever finds them all.
tative.
—Priscilla Leonard.
Mrs. Charles Merritt, Mrs Crosby
French, Mrs. Rusco and Mrs. Lucy
Sawyer placing floral tributes.
Lobsters - Clams
Again thanks is extended to all
who helped to make this service a
WHOLESALE and RETAIL
fitting memorial to Our Heroes of
All Wars, living or dead.
FREE SEACOAST
E. Plummer, P C.
PICNIC GROUNDS

RUMMAGE SALE
G. A. R. Hall
SATURDAY. JUNE 7
AT 9 A. M.
Auspices American Legion Aux.

Open Every Night until g

F. M.

Sim's
Lobster Pound
SPRUCE HEAD, MAINE

M-UE

ftpTfW
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

age Camden scored two in the fifth ahead of Warren, Rockland fourth, StiU hang.ng fire is the Rock j Rockland at the local company's
■ when, with two out, two walks, a St George fifth, and Camden in the land Lincoln Academy game for the , office.
cellar.—
K-L championship Both teams in
Miss Lottie Niles, a veteran of
Ronnie Banks double and Jack
Rockport some folks here are volved are in tourney play-offs and the Army Nurses Corps, has temGoodridge single followed. A spell
worrying that the popular Bill the date of their meeting, presum I poririly discontinued her work at
I ot wildness by Mills gave the visi
Judkins will take that better pay ably in Waldoboro, is unknown.
the school to enter the Veterans
tors a consolation tally in the
ing
job
he
has
been
offered
up
Hospital
in Massachusetts for a
I ninth.
country—Cushing, The sum of
brief period. She plans to return in
Banks was the only Camden batCommerce
School
1154 was raised for the Thomas
the Fall Several other students
-------------1 ter to get two hits, while for the
ton Little Clippers at last Thurs
have signified their Intention to
I only a shower early that morning. Torpedoes George Alex had three day's dance and coffee held in the Regular Sessions Will Close resume class work in September.
(By Bob Mayoi
'
„
,,
,
.
,
„
and
Allen
two.
It
was
tha
second
Twilight league Standing
whereas it poured elsewhere. Cost- •
, ,
,
Grange Hall Cushing with two on
During the past year the school
June 13—Summer School
straight loss for Camden. Score:
W
L ly errors which accounted for four
the squad, has now done better
received 27 requests for office help,
Opens 16th
St George 2 12 00100 x—€-7-2
1
0 unearned runs hurt Camden badly | Camden
all of them good positions in local
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1-3-5-5 then Thomaston which has 13 on
Regular school sessions will close business offices and in the service
1
it; however. Thomaston folks con0 in addition they left 14 men strandKinney, Mills (8) and Alex;
at the Rockland School of Com of the State of Maine. Fall classes
1
°» ed on the base paths. Art Kinney Wright. Burkett (4) and Young. I tributed heavily to the event —
0
Rockland. The Rebel cop, Car- merce 245 Main street, Friday, June in the regular day school will re
1 ! hurled the first seven for the Tor13. The evening school classes closed open on September 8
0
2 pedoes and was the winner, though
Once around the bush—Thomas roll Tiffin is confident that the LL
May 26, a month longer than orig0
team
he
manages
along
with
Eric
0
\
he
was
relieved
by
Art
Mills
in
the
By Ralph W. Tyler
ton. "The Writer Mayo" took a
inaUy scheduled. The classes were
Tuesdaj St. George at Thomas- eighth ater tiring.
quick look at the crystal ball last Busch will win the Rockland cir
Rockland Lions
President Lew Colomy of the cealed in a clump of fir bsalms ton.
The most continued at the request of many of
A walk, two errors and a Freddy New Years and saw that Waldoboro cuit flag.—Camden.
the students.
Wednesday, Warren at Camden. Allen single sent St. George off to
Maine Fish and Game Association r.earby and my glasses were getting
would win the Twilight league pen promising LL pitcher in town broke
• » • •
Summer school classes, both in Will Hear Miss Bates Of tht
heavy.
a two run start in the first inning nant. a fact he duty noted. After his arm in two places the other day
who was guest speaker at the re
St. George won its home opener and in the third two moft came
the day and evening will begin
Camden Hills Theatre
and
is
understandably
heart
bro

When
he
was
away
and
I
thought
seeing them in action once it looks
cent annual meeting of the Megunagainst Camden Sunday 6-3. It was
she was absorbed with her work I
Wednesday
over as Allen doubled after which like the wise old sphere was right; ken, especially since he is 12 and Monday, June 16, and will continue
llcook Fish and Game Asso?iation
attempted to move She was off the only game of the three sched a hit batter and error did the dam- Thomaston wiU be second, a step is ineligible next year—Warren. until Aug. 1. Courses offered in
Miss
Rita
Bates of the Camden
uled
played
that
day
as
rain
at Camden Snow Bowl, believes that nest in the twinkling of an
■ Some folks here are sore because clude Speedwriting, the wonderful
that Memorial Day game wasn't system of shorthand that uses the Hills Theatre Company will be
the parent organization now repre eye and her alarm note, a faint stopped everything else. The sun
shown at St. George and they had
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
played. They say the ball fiield , abe's and can be learned in 6-8 guest speaker before the Rockland
senting nearly 10.000 sportsmen of chirp repeated, headed him off
could
have been ready with a little weeks; an intensive course in type Lions Club Wednesday noon.
with
a
bill
full
of
fine
straw
a
hun

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Maine is strong enough to be a big
She will present an illustrated
amined.
work.
Newcastle, a top Bates ath- writing: and accounting for begin
dred feet from the nest.
lecture
on the work of the Camden
factor in
placing conservation
Such a proposal will shortly find
ners
and
advanced
students.
i lete is said to have the inside track
[EDITORIAL]
They were gone for the day. I the Association well established in
1 In the day school during the past Hills Theatre, and speak briefly on
minded men in the various depart
on
the
job
just
vacated
at
Lincoln
walked up to the structure after the refuse and garbage removal
FOR AND AGAINST
1 school year. Lloyd I. Kenniston is the Children’s Theatre Training
Academy by Ralph Hilton.
ments of the State government.
they were out of sight and looked business at Alford Lake for which
Group
While
a
17-gun
salute
was
being
fired
in
honor
of
Gen.
Rockland. Carl
Ace" Kalloch granted the school diploma in ac
Lew is "gunning" for those who it over What handiwork for two
Miss Bates Ls serving as advance
Eisenhower’s return to this country the distinguished war
i will tell anyone willing to listen counting. He will transfer to a nor
would oppose clean waters for small creatures scarcely a half I hope they make you the top
representative for the Camden Hills
Cleaner-upper.
”
hero
was
the
target
for
a
verbal
barrage
by
Senator
Taft
mal
school
in
the
Fall
and
will
be
about the hole in one he sank at
Maine for one thing and he also handful of feathers and song! How
Theatre, and as a member of the
and Gen. MacArthur, who apparently determined that no
The letter goes on for a couple
Boothbay the other
day.—St. given full credit for the work com- cast, will play leading roles In the
wants fish and game law violators did they first come to know how
grass should grow beneath their feet in the early stages of
more
paragraphs
in
similar
vein
j
pleted
at
the
Rockland
School
of
George
—
This
town
expects
to
en

to be handled like the theives that and where to build, fasten and
Summer theatre.
what promises to be one of the most hectic political battles
and closes with.—"I expect your
ter an LL team in the Suburban j Commerce.
they are when they are brought in shape the nest.
Miss Bates is on leave of absence
ever fought in this country. It was rather a mixed wel
reprisals
for
this
criticizm
will
be
Miss Elizabeth Herrick graduated
League next year They have a raft
to court.
from United Productions, formerly
The next day I couldn't get back severe."
come, but in a presidential campaign almost anything goes,
• • • «
of boys who are interested.—Thom in the secretarial course in May, tihe Chautaugua—“Redpath Horner
and it is up to the public at large to draw its own conclusions.
Well Charlie, feather your oars,
You know this nest building to take a look until afternoon. They
aston—Pro wresting came to the ' and for the most of the school year Group,” oi Kansas City, Mo.
business is really a "big deal" with had added much thickness around I m coming aboard.
cow country Saturday night and a was employed part time at Comp
One of her assignments with
You know folks, all my life I
most of our little feathered friends. the base and the upper structure
goodly crowd came to Watts Hall ton's in this city. She was recently United productions included the
HOLIDAY TRAGEDIES
contained
some
horse
hair
and
have
clung
stubornly
to
the
facul

married
and
is
now
Mrs.
George
for the grunting and groaning. Af
I wished all you bird lovers had
Well, lt happened just as we expected—a toll of more than
staging and directing oi the play
been with me a few days ago as I some string, which meant they had ty of believing the best in my fel
ter viewing the affair my only Farley.
500 lives over the Memorial Day week-end. Words of caution
“Oraqy Daze.” at Rockport last
Miss Beverly Conant received the Fall.
comment is that Barnum was right.
came upon a pair of warblers which to go close to some settlement. I low men. It's one of the simplest
are not enough, common sense and careful judgment must
judged
the
nearest
place
to
obtain
ways
I
know
of
learning
"the
hard
"There's a sucker born every min ; secretarial diploma and is now em
had selected a sapling birch
predominate if the black record of the holidays is to be re
The Camden Hills Theatre Comduced
ute." The girl wrestlers were sur ployed as a secretary in the local pany is very fortunate in obtaining
scarcely head high in which to such material was a quarter of a way." You just go around without
mile.
a single worry expecting everyone
build their nest
prisingly good looking though and office of the Central Maine Power the services of Miss Bates, who is
Yesterday I went again. It had to do the right thing and you get
heaved each other around in a very Company. A classmate, Miss Jan an experienced and competent ac
The female which was to spend
HAS MacARTHUR SUPPORT
satisfactory manner—Castine. Ac ice Koster, after nearly a year of tress. director and promoter. A
the most time at the location in rained a little and I concluded along fine, until all of a sudden
Oen. Douglas MacArthur came squarely into the open
cording to Dean Deshon, the Maine secretarial study, was sent to Mass real "live wire" from United Pro
the weeks to follow was very par they would not be around, but they some feller with a chronic case of
at Sioux Falls, South Dakota Sunday when he urged support
Maritime Academy
ball
team achusetts for a 7-weeks special auctions —Jasper D. Akers. Pro
ticular in trying out the place and were there and so busy that I got upset liver and a "pickled lime"
of Senator Taft for the presidential nomination His cham
disposition comes along and tells
wishes home and home games any training course by the Telephone gram Chairman. Rockland Lions
she repeatedly hopped Into the Into my hideout unnoticed.
pionship of the Ohio Senator and his antipathy to Gen
time after June 15, Mondays Company and will be stationed in Club
crotch between the two selected
The nest was near completed and you you're ln for a lot of trouble
Eisenhower have been an open secret for many months, but
With deepening furrows in his
through Thursdays. If interested
branches and turned around and he came again and again with down
one
wonders
what
would
happen
if
the
Chicago
convention
contact Lieut. John Hoctor, Maine
around to make sure it would be plucked from last year's cat-tails brow and a wagging finger in your
seized upon him as a compromise candidate. Gen. MacMaritime Academy, Castine.
roomy enough for the very Impor that grow around the potholes of face he blasts your philosophy, be
Arthur has several times indicated that he would not run,
•• • •
tant structure soon to be placed Young’s ledges, to line the nest. rates your experience and ques
if nominated, but it is an honor and a duty not to be care
The Rockland-Thornton Academy
there.
Now he didn't dump it on her back tions your mentality all in one
lessly put aside. Strange things have happened in Republican
game will be played Tuesday at
The male, a brilliant young fel but held it patiently near her breath, much the same as he grum
National Conventions and they may happen again
2.30 at Community Park. It was
bles
that
the
day
is
too
bright,
the
low of briUiant plumage, eyed her w’hile she took it from his bill.
scheduled for Monday but the field
curiously and attempted to reas
They soon flew away talking wind is too strong, the bait is too
was too wet for play. This is a first
AN UNWELCOME RECORD
sure her in subdued notes of song. quietly to one another and I expect small of the boat leaks when he
round game in the State Class L
By no means pleasing is the word from Washington that
Presently they flew away togeth the next time I go there to see her goes fishing. Nothing is ever quite
baseball tourney and marks the
Maine had the highest insured unemployment percentage in
er but were soon back, each with sitting silent and motionless on the right with the world. Surety this
first appearance of a Western
the Nation last month.
what appeared hke pieces of steel tiny eggs. And if she is like other "Sadsack” is the iconoclast among
Maine team here since South Port
wool in thier bills. (I found later warblers I have met she will let me otherwise carefree sportsmen.
land walloped the Tigers four •
■Why I’d rather clean up refuse
lt was parts of lichens which grows come very close before she will take
A HUNDRED YEARS OLD
years ago.
on trees and known as "Grandpa's wing to leave the precious eggs, and garbage anytime than to be
That wonderful Western metropolis, Seattle, has just
Whiskers"
, which are nestled in the bottom of even a part owner of that kind of
celebrated its centennial, and we are indebted to Edith Chase
This was laid in the crotch for a that tiny woven cup which she an aspect on life.
Moe, formerly of Rockland, for a copy of the Post Intelli
base and how she fastened it so se- I shaped by natures instinct across
I am well aware of what can 1
gencer, giving a vivid description of the city’s development.
happen to any place where the, pub
curely in so short a time I couldn't her own breast.
Seattle wasn't much of a burg back in 1852. but the amazing
• ♦ * *
lic gather for any kind of relax
imagine. Two or three layers of li
story of its growth is vividly gold by decades in the Wash
One of the bright spots in con ation.
chens were used in the first half
ington paper. Going to the Pacific coast one should cer
Out of gratitude for the conven
hour. Then came shreds of tissue ducting this column is the mail I
tainty see Seattle.
thin birch-bark and dry grass ma get from readers. Last week an old ience of getting to the Alford Lake
fishing friend of mine whom I shall shore I am willing to believe most
terial.
THE KOJE ISLAND LESSON
Many times it was only the male call Charlie because his name is of the visitors there will try to
This
week's
riots at Koje Island only emphasize further
keep the place clean.
who brought in the material, she Charles wrote me a letter.
the subtle nature of the prison camp problem that the Army
For nearly 40 years he and I have
At least the sportsmen will, and
flying back empty handed."
failed to meet originaly. In safeguarding the rights of pris
oners of war, the Geneva Convention assumes that the captor
Finally she settled herself on the been fast friends and in our ac their example will be a suggestion
army holds control over its captives. As it turned out on
structure and he went for material quaintance we have drawn hard to those who are not sportsmen.
Koje Island, it was not the American Army that exercised
A few appropriate signs and a few
alone which he deposited most al lines on certain subjects upon
the control over the Communist prisoners; it was the Com
which
we
disregard
so
that
often
receptacles for waste and garbage
ways right on top of her. This she j
munist army headquarters on the mainland Here was a
captive conscript army, half of whose members hated Com
selected one piece at a time, and we are a “feuding" while we fish, on the spot should appeal to the I
munism worse than death, held in the iron clutch of its own
as she poked the ends in here and he being a very severe critic of decency and neatness of all who go
political commissars and made subject to the directives of its
and there she would keep con mine regarding this column in there.
own Communist headquarters on the mainland.
A trial for one season will indf- j
stantly turning always from left particular.
The fatal mistake of the American authorities was their
failure to recognize the subtle aims and ruthless power of a
His most recent attack upon my cate what to expect of the public
to right.
few "troublemakers" who turned up in the compounds,
for the privileges the club offers
Occasionally a piece would fall judgment follows in part:
whether by design or by the same fortunes cf war that made
"Your optimism in proposing that them. If conditions become unbear
to the ground and she would hop
the others prisoners. It made no difference to them whether
down and pick it up. While outside the club's (Knox County Fish and able they will definitely know what
they were working behind their own fighting lines or behind
American barbed wire; their mission remained the same.
she would make a few adjustments Game Association) property at Al to do there next season.
Utilizing all the ordinary conflicts and tensions that de
Now to demonstrate that my
of loose material and if he returned ford Lake remain open to the pub
velop among prisoners, they imposed under the eyes of their
before she got back into the nest lic is either the result of total ig much slandered optimism has not
captors their own rule of terror, enforced by torture, by sum
he would wait until she hopped in norance of conditions at other out been shaken by this letter from old
mary judgments of kangaroo courts, by executions and other
Communist
barbarities. The American command lost all
door recreational areas, or a stub "Pickle Puss" Charlie. After he
before he dumped his load.
control inside the compounds, a prisoner communications
This went on for about an Hour. born blindness to the slovenly hab reads this I am expecting him to P
network was set up, perhaps by radio or courier; and when
The nest nearly an inch high now its of our present day public with phone and say, "when we goin’:
the moment seemed right to the Communist high command
and taking shape rapidly, but I the property of others
fishin’ again?" A habit of his which
it was able to touch off an international incident on Koje
Island.
was getting tired of standing con- , You should have your head ex- is quite dependable.
The present plan to break up the big compounds into
And the first time he starts be
smaller units, and to segregate them from each other under
rating me or grumbles about the
new security controls, will help greatly to diminish the danger
of another incident. But more is needed than a "get tough”
fishing conditions I'm putting him
policy
and a re-stringing of barbed wire. The Army must
ashore on Dunton Rock and letting
recognize that Communist P. O. W.'s from now on are poli
him walk home.
tically exploitable by techniques of infiltration that no barbed
• • • •
wire will contain. A policy of clcser supervision also will be
Five or six boys and girls stood
in order in the future,—Herald Tribune.
on the edge of the pond where I
keep bait the other day throwing
rocks and attempting to catch in a
net a baby black duck hardly a
week old.
The little fellow, probably a lone
survivor from a whole nest of eggs
just above the pond, was badly
BUNGALOW KITCHEN
frightened and
quite drenched
when I came along, but he paddled
HEATER RANGE
bravely to safety on the other side
not much the worse for his har
Cook with Gas - Heat with Oil
rowing experience.
Similar incidents take place ev
erywhere during the hatching and
rearing period near settled areas
and emphasizes the need for the
STANDARD MODEL PX600
• RESERVATIONS: Phone Rockland
teaching of wildlife conservation in
Winter, Summer, Spring or Fall, take your fun with
INSTALLED
WITH
200
LBS.
GAS
the schools. A project long advoca
804 or your Travel Agent
you ... take an RCA Victor "Globe Trotter" Standard
ted and partially realized by the
Portable Radio. Wherever you go, you'll enjoy this
2 OIL COVERS - 4 GAS BURNERS
American Wildlife Federation
3-way radio. It’s good company . . . anywhere!
• HALF FARE FAMILY RATES on
All children have an affection
(SIMMER CENTER GAS BURNERS)
• 3-WAYPORTABLE! AC-DCor“lnstant-Operation"
for
little
birds
and
animals
and
battery.
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
want to hold them in their hands.
This deluxe, dual purpose, Kitchen Heater
• POWERFUL! Brings in distant stations clearly.
In most cases this affection is fa
• LIGHTWEIGHT—RUGGED! Tough plastic cabinetRange Model would be an asset to the prettiest
tal, for although they may be cap
designed for travel. Chassis cushioned in rubber
tured unhurt they can rarely be
mountings.
kitchen. Impressive back guard, a built in lamp,
induced to eat and ultimately
• HANDSOME! Smart styling —blue in color. Attrac
starve to death in captivity.
Telechron Clock and Timer.
tive brass-colored escutcheon topped with sturdy
When I interfered in the above
vinyl-covered handle.
AJ p Ar
case there was Uttle hope of im-1
A VALUE SENSATION AT ONLY
pressing the “kids” with a lecture
A. C. McLOON & CO.
on "duckling welfare," but I had
•
With Battery
the satisfaction of seeing the tiny
FIRST IN NEW ENGLAND SKIES
MAINE
ROCKLAND
TEL. 51
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
67*73
wavfarer escape for the time being
.
442 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE at least.
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SUN SHONE IN SI. GEORGE

And the Home Team Celebrated Un
usual Sight By Beating Camden

NOW...

DAILY SERVICE
TO

JUNE SPECIAL

RCA Victor "Globe Trotter”

W.Z5

BOSTON and
NEW YORK

$245.00

Northeast Airlines

ti<

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

TALK OF THE TOWN
Coming Events
June 3—Rebekahs meet at IOOF
Hall
June 3—Guest Officers' Night. Har
bor Light Chapter, O. E. S.,
Rockport
June 3—Guest Officers' Night.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge. Rock
land.
June 3—At Warren, concert in the
Second Congregational Church
June 4 — Guest Officers' Night.
Fond-du-lac Chapter.
OES.
Washington
June 4—Canton Lafayette Auxiliary
No 8. meets at I O O F Hall.
June 4-5-6-7-GAR Convention in
Portland.
June 5—Emblem Club degree work.
Elks Home
June 5—Theta Rho Oirls’ Club
meets 7 p. m , I.O O.F Hall.
June 6. 7, 8 Maine Dioce.~ar. of
Catholic Women at Poland Spring.
June 8 — Baccalaureate Services.
Rockland High School at Com
munity Building.
June 11—Educational Club Picnic
at Pleasant Beach
June 12 —Rockland High School
Graduation Exercises at Com
munity Building.
June 13 — Rockport High School
Alumni Dinner at Masonic Hall
June 13—Thomaston High School
Graduation Ball Watts Hall
June 13—Guest Officers' Night.
Golden Rod Chapter .O.ES ,
Rockland
Ju^ 13-15—Annual Encampment
of V.F.W in Rockland
June 13-27—At Thomaston, Dedi
cation of Bible School.
June 14—Flag DayJune 15—Father’s Day
June IB—Guest Officers' Night
Beach Chapter, OES , Lincolnville.
June 20—Guest Ofllcers’ Night.
Primrose Chapter. O ES, Bel
fast.
June 22—State of Maine Day at
Braves Field. Boston.
June 22—Camp Tanglewood opens.
June 27—At Warren, organ and vo
cal concert at Baptist Church
June 27—Firemen’s Ball. Commun
ity Building
July 2-0—IJ. S. Camera Magazine
Tour at Rangeley
July 3, 4. and 5—Thomaston's "In
dependence Day” celebration
July 4—Independence DayJuly 4-12- World's Championship
Tuna Harpoon Derby. Orr's Island
and Bailey’s Island.
July 11-12—Maine Broiler Days at
Belfast
July 14—Red Cross Bloodmobile to
visit Rocklannd, 10 a. m.-4 p. m.
Bok Home
July 17—Camden Garden Club
Open House.
July 20-28—Waterville celebrates Its
sesquicentennial year.
July 20-27—York celebrates its ter
centennial
July 26-Aug. 2—International Re
gatta and Water Sports Festival
at Boothbay Harbor
Aug. 1-2-3—Maine lobster & Sea
foods Festival.
Aug. 10—American Legion Youth
Picnic.
Aug 10-17—Centennial Week of St.
Peter's Church
Aug 13—Historical Pageant of St.
Peter’s Church at Community
Building
Aug 14—Centennial Banquet of St
Peter's Church.
Aug. 18-77—Union Fair.
Aug. 20—Maine's Three-quarter
Century Club at the University of
Maine, Orono

The Albert H. Newbert Associa
tion will meet Friday night at Ma
sonic Temple. Supper will be
served at 6.30 with Mrs William
p Seavey chairman assisted by
ivfrs. Winfield Chatto, Mrs. Leroy
Chatto and Mrs. Golden Munro.
A Night Short Order Cook want
ed at Paramount Restaurant. Ap
ply In Person.
67-lt

OPS
cardboard signs now
available at The Courier-Gazette
office— four for 50 cents. Get them
lii the front office.
tf

DR. IRVING P. TUTTLE
Osteopathic Physician
HOURS:
10 to 12 and 1 to 3
506 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1087

59’72

GAME PARTY
EVERY FRIDAY
At 7.30 P. M.
TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Auspices Knights of Columbus

16-T&Th-tf

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf -

Miss Mary Studley of 25 Maverick
street has been awarded a scholar
ship by the Nazarene Young Peo
ple's society of the New England
district, to continue her study at
Eastern Nazarene College. Quincy,
Mass. where she has just comple
ted her Sophomore year. This Sum
mer she will work at the First Na
tional Bank of Rockland. Her ma
jor field is Biblical literature. She
is a member of the Evangelistic As
sociation and of the college year
book staff In 1944 she was grad
uated from Rockland High School
She is ihe daughter of Mrs. Au
gusta Studley.

OlPUfkwCOVEI?

March of Dimes volunteers from
all sections oi Maine will convene
at the Augusta House Saturday at
the Seventh Marne Poliomyelitis
I Preparedness Conference. George
B Cunningham: State Represen! tative, announced. ' This meeting
BERT SAYS:
brings together Maine citizens who
"Your teacheri, your parents and the Civil Defense workers in your
belong to the greatest volunteer
city know how dangerous atomic bombs are. If there is time you will
health agency in the world." Cun
hear a special warning signal, probably a siren or a whistle or a horn.
ningham stated, "which each day
Then you must go at once to a shelter. Grownups will tell you where
fulfils its pledge to the people of
to go and they will help you get there."
Maine, that no infantile paralysis
patient will go without medical
Mrs Doris Jordan, Mrs. Camilla
care due to lack of funds." Among Donlan and Mrs Evelyn Cates at
T
JMIlTlt AMA
Ihe speakers will be Dr Frank W. tended the Grand Chapter sessions
Kibbe of Rockland.
of the Eastern Star Wednesday at
Lewiston.
Saturday afternoon, a car trav
eling North on Camden street and
Knox Pomona will meet Wednes
operated by Louis Regnier of Cam day evening with Ocean View
den was in collision with another Grange at Martinsville. Present will
operated by Caroline Talbot of be Mrs. Lottie York of Winthrop,
Hope, which had stopped for traf State Grange lecturer and Rev.
feffi
fic. Damage of $200 was done to the Royal Brown. State Chaplain. Me
Regnier car and the operator said morial services foT deceased mem
he was unable to stop in time The bers will be conducted.
Talbot car was undamaged.
Joseph Boucher of Washington
H CIVIL DEF ENSE STORY FOR $CH00f WltDREN releaseif By 1
Sunday night
Relatives who came to attend the escaped Injuries
r
funeral service in the Umveisalist when the car State Police said he
Church for Lt Commander Isaac was operating went out of control
F
... CONTINUED
L. Hammond ‘Ret.i were: Mr. and and left the road on Route 201,
Mrs. Ernest Norris. Miss Sally Nor four miles from Skowhegan. Bou
ris and Bradford Norris, Hyannis. cher was alone at th£ time and was
The Rockland Emblem Club will
Mass, Harvey Hammond, South driving toward Fairfield. The car, meet in the Elks Home Thursday
Yarmouth, Mass.. Capt. Francis a 1940 sedan, is a complete loss as ! night at 8 o’clock with the new
Hammond. Chatham, Mass . Mr it rolled over several times and President, Mrs. Thelma Parsons,
and Mrs. Joseph Cassis. Jamaica stopped 50 feet from the road af in the chair. An initiation will be
held and refreshments will be Vinalhaven Dramatic Group Presented
Plain. Mass. Mrs Edna Isann. ter jumping railroad tracks.
Kennebunkport,
Me.
Carleton
served following the meeting with
"Music Maestro Please" Saturday
The Arts and Crafts League will i Mrs Marie Brewer as hostess.
Hammond. Darien, Conn . Mr. and
meet
this
evening
at
7.30
in
the
Mrs. Wilbur Cahoon, South Chat
The Auxiliary to the Sons of
ham. Mass., and Mrs. Harold Ca auditorium of Farnsworth Museum.
Director Wendell Hadlock of the Union Veterans will meet WednesAt Memorial Hall on Saturday I evening the Island Players pre
hoon, East Walpole, Mass
museum will speak on Indian lore j day night. Officers are requested
senter "Music, Maestro. Please,"
The annual meeting of the Uni directed by Arthur Brown, pianMrs Margaret Sleeper won the iri Knox County. The talk will be to wear white as there will be work.
versalist Mission Circle will be held I ist. assisted by Gay Peterson. It
door prize, an orchid, at the Elks preceded by a business meeting of
the group. Persons other than
dance Saturday night.
Mrs. Earle Knapp and daughter at Mrs. George St Clair's Summer was their fifth production and one
league members are invited to hear Susan and Mrs. Jack Bumps and home at Crescent Beach. Wednes- of their best; playing to a capacity
Saturday night a car owned by Mr. Hadlock speak.
daughter Karen of Farmington ' day, proceded by a covered dish 1 house and enthusiastic audience.
Charles Collins, and parked in
were guests Thursday of Mrs. J luncheon at 12.30. Those wishing
The program: Music, "Maestro.
Knox County Camera Club will
front of his house at 155 Pleasant
Knapp's parents, Mr. and Mrs I transportation call Mrs. Lowe, Tel. Please." by Grant Duell.
hold its regular meeting at the
Opening chorus, "We’re On Our
street was struck by another vehi
Charles McMahon, Stanley avenue. 1016.
Farnsworth Museum at 7.30 to
Way." featuring Tudor Peterson, in
cle traveling West on Pleasant
night. Members will view the club’s
Ronald Carver. 52 Front street, "Be M.v Lady Love,” and the Flap
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Fader, Miss
street. This car failed to stop, but
exhibit in the lower gallery and Jeannette Whittier of Danvers, will be granted the bachelor of arts pers of the Roaring 20's, in "You’ve
Mrs. Bert Smith, a neighbor, was
will complete arrangements for Mass., were holiday week-eijd guests degree from Taylor University Ind. Got To See Mama Every Night."
said by Police to have seen the li
next Sunday's open house A spe of Mr. and Mrs. Robert House, at the commencement exercises,
“Beau” Rae singing, ''Blue Vel
cense number and the Rockland
cial invitation is extended to non- Camden road.
June 3, 930 a. m. Speaker at the vet" and "I Hear a Rhapsody.”,
Police department notified the
members interested in photogra
commencment program was Meth picture posed by Jean Peterson.
State Police. $200 damage was done
phy.
Scottie Grant, son of Mr. and odist Bishop S. K. Mondol, of Hy
Charlene Polk, vocal. "My Sweetie
to the Collirs car.
Mrs. Gerald S. Grant. Rankin street derabad- State, India, one of the Went Away" and "I'm Gonna Write
WCTU will meet Friday at 2.30
The last Family Supper of the p. m„ with Mrs. Freeman Young. entertained Saturday afternoon at 1 best-known national leaders of the Myself a Letter."
Jack Carlson as Jackie, my Boy.
year will be held at the Methodist Worship service will be conducted his home in honor of his seventh I Christian forces in India.
with the five Dukes and Jack’s
Church Wednesday at 6 p. m. un by Mrs. Anna Brazier. This wiil be birthday. He received many nice
Trucking of all kind- wanted: 50 song, "They Go Wild Over Me."
gifts Refreshments included a
der the direction of the Kola Klub. final meeting of season.
I rubbish customers wanted, RockEdie Lou and Gary Oakes, duet.
handsome
birthday
cake.
Guests
Immediately following the meal a
were Loomis and Christopher Bean j land, Thomaston and Owl’s Head. "You Were Meant For Me" and
white elephant auction will be con
Invitations have been received
Tel. 1456 .
67 It "Turn Back the Sands Of Time."
ducted with Winfield Chatto a. here to the opening of “Yankee of Thomaston, Mrs. Robert Clunie
and
twin
daughters
Jean
and
Joan
auctioneer. The proceeds will go Heights" Sunday June 8, in Dam
for the re-decoration of the ladies’ ariscotta Mills. Antiques and lodg of Bath. Ronnie Guay. Bobbie and
Jimmie Kerschner, Joseph Nelson,
parlor. At 7.30 the Women's So ing.
Jerry Call, Donna, Deborah and
ciety of Christian Service will meet
Sharon Grant and his grandmother
for tlie annual installation of offi
CARD GF THANKS
cers
I wish to express my thinks to Mrs. Harry Bean of Rockland.
the Knox Hospital Staff, Drs. WeisMiss Beatrix Flint was the holi
The Kiskila house on Lawn ave man, Allen and Donald Brown for
nue has been sold to Harley Bradley their many kindnesses during my day guest of Mrs Ochea Siden
nay at Knox Hospital; also to the
who is occupying it. The deal wa-' may friends who sent cards, gifts sparker in Portland.
madp by Elmer C. Davis, Realtor. and flowers. They were deeply
New fish processing equipment
appreciated.
John C. Sansom
67-lt manufactured by the Food Ma
The FE W Class of First Bap
tist Church will meet at the home
chinery Corporation of Hoopston,
CARD GF THANKS
of Joyce Ross, South Main street,
The Little League Mothers thank IU. has been received by Holmes
Thursday at 7.30 p. m.
i
all of those who donated food, Packing Corporation and is being
money or in any way helped to installed. The firm operated a pilot
MARRIED
make successful the dance and cof model of the Belgian designed ma
Lowden-Nichols—At Orff's Cor fee service recently held in Cush chine last Summer.
ner. June 1, George Lowden of ing.
Mrs Arthur Ifemey. Mrs Robert
Boothbay and Miss Frances Nichols
The Chamber of Commerce is
of Waldoboro—by Rev George Laaka. co-chairmen Dance Com once more occupying the West
mittee.
67‘lt
Emery.
Room in the Community Building
Gerrish-Gentile—At Norfolk. Va
IN MEMORIAM
moving there to its Summer quar
May 23, Vernon Gerrish of Rock
In loving memory of Warren H ters on Monday.
land. and Miss Carol Gentile of
Dow. who passed away June 3. 1843
Medford. Mass
Carter-Candage—At Surry, May Without a word of warning,
Waldoboro is holding a special
Or
even a faint good-bye,
17. Lorado Carter of Surry and El
town
meeting Wednesday at 2 p. m.
You
left
us
loved
ones*
len Lorraine Candage of Springto affirm a previous vote on the re
field. Mass., formerly of Vinalhaven. Here on earth to wonder why.
by Elder Numan Wilson of Jones God, alone, knows how much we ! funding of the $36,0000 town debt.
miss you
port.
The point in question is said to
Since that sad and unforgettable ' be a technicality requiring slightly
DIED
day.
Father and Mother, sisters, Norma different wording of a previous ar
Lawry—At Portland May 31.
67 It ticle to meet bonding firm regu
and
Cecile.
Charles M Lawry of Thoma=ton.
lations.
age 54 years. Funeral Wednesday.
( ARI) OF THANKS
2 p. m from the Federated Church,
We wish to express our thanks
Thomaston. Interment in Village
Cemetery. Friends may call Tues and appreciation to our friends and
AURORA LODGE
day afternoon and evening at the neighbors for their acts of kmd1NO. 50. A. F. & A. M.
ness. cards of sympathy and flow
Russell Funeral Home. Rockland
Stated Communication
Smallwood—At Falmouth, May ers during my husband's illness |
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4
Two High-Compression Engines!
31. Raymond Smallwood of Rock and death also for the beautiful
land. age 34 years. Funeral Wed floral tributes for Memorial Day
At 7.30 P. M.
Ford’s 110-h.p. Strato-Star V-8 and 101-h.p. Mileage
----- t
nesday at 1 p. m. from Russell Fu Mrs Alvah Chadwick and family.
WORK IN F. C. DEGREE
Maker Six offer new high compression—the liveliest
67 It
neral Home, with burial in Seaview
"go” in the low-price field. And both give you the
Cemetery. Rev James Dagino of
gas-saving GO of Ford’s Automatic Power Pilot.
Littlefield Memorial Church will
officiate.

tfaTutfih
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z
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ISLAND PLAYERS IN FIFTH SHOW

:

Grant Duell singing. "I Talk To
Municipal Court
the Trees" picture posed by Pat,
song by Pat and Grant. "AU Of A
The case against Curtis Preat of
Sudden My Heart Sings."
Vinalhaven, who waa charged with
Finale to first act, "Singing in
the Rain." and Ed Dyer singing having vicious dogs, was continued
•The Little White Cloud That m Municipal Court Saturday mornPrest said that one of the
Cried," and a aance by Dottie Lit .ng
tlefield
I animals that had been complained
Opening to second act. "Hello I of had been destroyed and that he
Young Lovers." featuring Dot Sut- 1 would keep the other tied. Judge
liffe. picture posed by Judy Clay- J Dwinal suggested that the remain
ter and Charles Doughty and a I ing animal be muzzled while looee,
dance routine, Let Me Call You i and Prest agreed. A petition signed
Sweetheart ’’
by 80 Vinalhaven resident* con
Vivie and Beau singing. “If You I cerning the dogs in question was
Don't Hug Her Bv Nine O'clock.' ( presented to the court.
A Guy Is A Guy," and "Ain’t We
‘ Got Fun."
Doughty.
Peter Williams and Clarence
Committees were, Props and
Conway "Mr. Gallagher and Mr lighting effects Kim Smith; pro
Shean."
grams, Ida Libby, compliment* of
Dorothy Bennet mother, and Ed Vinalhaven Power and Light Com
Dyer singing Mother." and Dear ' pany.
Ushers were. Eleanor Conway,
Little Boy Of Mine."
Doris Skoog singing. "At The Doris R Arey Ellen Conway, Ub
Gandy Dancers’ Ball" and "It's A Bunker Olya Carlton. Althea Bick
ford Rita Williams. Emily Winslow.
Sin To TeU a Lie.”
AUen Simons singing, "Another I
' Autumn" and "Stairway To The
Stars."
Baked Bean
Finale. "In the Land of Vinal- j
haven.”
SUPPER
The Flappers: Jerry Clayter. I
Frances Gilchrist. Doris 8 Arey.
Owl’s Head Town Hall
May Brown, Dot Bennett and Dot
THURSDAY, JUNE 5
: SutUffe. Their escorts were Tudor
5.30 to 7 P. M.
Peterson. Roy Arey. Andie Gil-'
Adults 60c — Children 30c
Christ, Bruce Grindle. Grant Duell.
GAME PARTY 8 P. M.

Girls of the chorus. Muriel Oakes,
Jean Peterson. Sally Rae, Doris
Skoog. Charlene Polk. Judy Clay1 ter. Vivie Hatch. Edie Lou Coombs.
Boys of the chorus. Gary Oakes,
Beau Rae. Mac Gilchrist. Paul
Ohilles. Ed. Dyer. Tim Lane. John
I Arey. Clarence Conway, Peter Wil
liams.
Other members of the cast Pat
Crossman, Dottie Littlefield, Delma
Carter. Jack Carlson, Charlie

I

I Auspices Owl’s Head Grange to
benefit the New School)
66-68

RUBBER STAMPS
ANY SIZE
On Order at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Boston Safe Deposit & Trust Company,

Trustees under the will of Lucy C. Farnsworth,
Announces the Opening of the'Homestead at 21 Elm
street on Wednesday, June 4. from 10.00

A. M. to

2.00 P. M.
ADMISSION FREE

*

GMWCty&Vl/

Now! Direct Plane Service from
Rockland! Connecting flights with
all leading Airlines. Rockland Tra
vel Bureau, Tel. 563-R for reserva
tions and information.
4-T-tf
NOTICE
Board of Registration

The Board of Registration of the
City of Rockland, Maine, will be
in session at their room in the City
;rarziazrafajzj2izfziajgjBJzizir Building. Thurs.. Fri.. Sat.. Mon.,
Tues.. Wed., June 5. 6. 7, 9. 10.
11, from nine in the forenoon to
one o'clock in the afternoon, and
from three to five o'clock in the aft
ernoon and from seven to nine
o'clock in the evening, to receive
evidence touching the qualifications
of voters in said city, and to verify
the correctness of the list of voters.
Thursday, Friday. Saturday. June
12. 13, 14. No applications for
Absent Voting Ballots or Physical
BURPEE
Incapacitated Ballots will be ap
proved after twelve o’clock noon of
Funeral Home
Saturday. June 14. when this session
closes.
TELS. $90—624-M
No names will be added to the
119-112 LIMEROCK BT.
voting lists after June 11.
ROCKLAND. ME.
Per order of the Board of Regis
tration
Ambulance Service
By DONALD C. HASKELL.
Chairman
Standard Time.
66-67

The ’52 Ford gives you many
fine-car features at no extra cost!

Forget Ford’s low price tag and look at its many fine-car
features like the beautiful new Coachcraft Bodies with a
irved one-piece windshield and car-wide rear window
. advances like the new high-compression “go” in both
the Six and V-8 engines. Or examine its wide choice of
Ibody, color and upholstery combinations ... its choice of
I
Fordomatic,
Overdrive or Conventional. You'll discover
7
Ford has left all other low-priced cars far behind!

"NeveRust"

Invisible PROTECTION Against

RUST AND CORROSION

For All
WATCHES and CHRONOMETERS

Cl

It’s a MUST, If Your Watch ...
...Is NEW and You Want to KEEP IT NEW
PERMANENTLY
. . .Is OLD and You Want to PROLONG ITS USE
FUL LIFE
. . .Is In a Sealed Case Which Is SUBJECT TO CON
DENSATION
DUE
TO
TEMPERATURE
CHANGES
. . .Has Already STARTED TO RUST

F.D.A.F.

That ride control is really something
Ford’s Automatic Ride Control with wider front tread, lower
center of gravity, diagonally mounted rear shock absorbers
and tailored-to-modcl front springs keeps you level auto
matically on bumps and curves, gives you a smooth big-car ride!

White sidewall fires, Fordomotic ond Overdrive
optional at extra cost. Equipment, acceuorte*
and trim subject to change without notko.

'JwtChive,

$1.00 FOR SERVICE—50c WITH CLEANING

C. E. MORSE, Jeweler
344 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

rrf

YOU CAN PAY MORE BUT YOU CAN’T BUY BETTER f

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

32 Park St, Rockland

******
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WILL SEEK RE-ELECTION.

at the Montgomery rooms, dinner| rj
to be served the members at noon Ben

WARREN

c_____ L_____

ramhaiTI

C—

OOyS

The Knox-TwUight League ball ‘
game, St. George vs Warren at That
a Real Republican
Correspondent
Warren. Memorial Day. was post
Should
Be Nominated
Telephone
40
And Senator Margaret Chase Smith
poned because of wet grounds, and
HERE’S HHW LITTLE IT COSTS
For
President
wiU be played at the Warren dia
AdverttoMnenta In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
Richly
Deserves
It
The Misses Marion Starrett and mond Sunday at 2750 p. m.
Abington. Mass.
•or, for 50 cents, three times, ene dollsr. Additional lines 10 rents
Mr and Mrs Wilho Ojahleto and
•neh for each line, half price each additional time used. Firs small
Janet Philbrook have been at their
May 27, 1952
words ts s Une,
homes over the week-end from Mrs Mamie Johnson of Ashby. !
Qf The Couner.Gazette:
An
election
year
certainly
has
its
Congress
They
dad
this
with
their
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called. L e. advertisements which
Fisher Junior College, Boston. Mass Mass. Miss Dorothy Forss and Miss
require the answers to be sent to Ths Courier-Gazette office for handeffect on Congress You can see eye on the Republican National
Miss Joan Maxey was home from Lila Saavela of Westminster. Mass..1 In regard 10 “n editorial: “A
Bng. cost 25 cents additionaL
that effect in the Floor of the Convention and the Democratic I Westbrook Junior College. Portland and Miss Elizabeth Forss of the Foolish Argument .
National Convention in July Thus
University of Maine, passed the | "One of the campaign arguments
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Senate where in the guise of legis again showing that the election ! over the holiday week-end.
No classified ads will be accepted without the rash and no book
Mrs Reta Coburn of Rockland week-end in this town with Mr i which frankly gets on our nerves
lative debate a lot of campaign and the campaign dominated the
' is that old chestnut 'Elsenhower
keeping will be maintained for these ada
was at her home over the holiday and Mrs. Edward Forss
speeches are being made And you thinking in the Halls of Congress. j and week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Spear and has not had enough experience.'
ALL MTST BE PAID FOR
can also see the evidence of a pres But now that the legislative sched
Mr. and Mrs. WiUiam Stickney two sons, Edward Ellis and James Will someone kindly explain what
ns received except from firms sr individuals maintaining regular ac
idential election not so much by ule is way behind there is some of Framingham, Mass. were with Abbott returned today to Newton experience Harry Truman had becounts with The Courler-Gaiette. Count the Words—Five to a Lina
who is on the Floor attending the question as to whether this can be j his father Joseph Stickney over Centre, Mass, after being guests fore he became such a top-lofty
sessions, voting and debating but done. Either we are going to start
of Forrest Spear over the week-end i statesman. History says that he
DINING-Room Set $35: Bedroom rather by who is ahsent. These meeting around the clock and stop the week-end.
FOR SALE
Officers elect of the Warren Li- operated a hat shop and became
Mr and Mrs. B J. Pellicani re
Set $8. Eiderdown Silk Puff $7. Kit
some
of
the
needless
talking
that
days
we
see
very
little
of
Senator
chen Table, chairs $1 2 Wicker
expert in fitting men's hats."
SOI ID Mahoeanv Extension Con Chairs $3. Rocker $150 Library Taft. Senator Kefauver. Senator is going on on the Floor of the Sen turned home Thursday from New- ons Club will be installed Wednes
What could be any more foolish
day night. Ladies night will be ob
sole Dining Table fop sale: extends Table $4. Fireplace Set $1. Kalama- Russell, Senator Kerr and some of ate or we will have to recess for York City.
than to hold Truman up as an ex
The rank of knight will be con served.
to sea; eight. Custom made by I
Kitche:. R
white er.amel.
the
conventions
and
then
come
the other Senators who are run
Lanes of Boston, Ideal for Apart- j
an(J endj for
ferred tonight by Georges River
Week-end guests of Mr and Mrs. ample of anything good, whether
back into session alter the conven
ning for President.
ment or small dining room. Best 6 ELLIOT STREET. Thomaston.
Charles Diliaway and Mr and Mrs I or not he had any training before
Lodge. K of P
offer CALL Camden 3036. 67'lt
I am proud of the high attend tions are over
67 60
Mr and Mrs Willis Berry and Paul Diliaway at Hillcrest Home- becoming President? He did at
The undeclared war with the
ance record and high voting rec
ONE Automatic Cellar Pump for i
son. Rodney returned Sunday to stead were Willard Diliaway, Sr , least, serve in the Senate, which is
PRACTICALLY new. 15 ft.
na'e. practically new
Price rea- j Sailboat for sale and 12 ft round- ord that I have maintained all Communists throughout the world
West Haven, Conn., after visiting Mr and Mrs Willard Diliaway. Jr , more than Eisenhower has done.
no.iable, 101 Lawn Ave
TEL
through my service in the House is getting hotter and more intense. with his parents. Mr and Mrs. Ro and son Donald of Peabody, Mass.
By comparison you infer that
793-M
67*69 I bottom 'Rowboat. TEL 258-W
67*60 and the Senate. This year my at The Koje Island calamity has ta
Eisenhower will be as good as Tru
land
Berry
in
this
town,
and
with
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leo
Foley
and
ELEVEN-Foot Skiff, four years
1937 CHEVROLET 2-door Se tendance record is better than 95 ken most of the headlines tempor
man. Let’s admit that much and
old, for sale: built for outboard mo dan for sale. Tires nearly new; percent and I have gone “on the arily. One magazine has published her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Rodney son Billy of Stockton Springs.
Mr. and Mrs Oliver Libby had then go further—he wiU have the
Johnson in Thomaston.
tor. Needs minor repairs As is $10 valve job Price reasonable. TEL
RALPH W. TYLER. So Thomaston., 16-3 Warren. ______________ 67-69 record" on legislative issues voted a report from its correspondent in
Due to the graduation of the as callers over the week-end. Mr same policies as Truman. The
Tokyo stating that Generals Dodd Senior Class of Warren High school and Mrs Eli Osier of Mechanic Truman-Pendergast political maon by the Senate 100 percent.
67*69 i
MAN'S
White
Wool
Dinner
In order to maintain a record and Colson coddled Communist June 12, the Congregational La Falls. Mrs Hazel Ball and grand- chine is responsible for all the pro
FOR SALE
9941 DODGE 2-ton Truck for sale: Jacket with black trousers for sale; like this, I have to take advantage prisoners of war on orders from dies Circle wiU meet Thursday af daughter. Jean and Mr. and Mrs. motions "Ike" has had. including
also
Trombone
CARL
SWAN

4-wheel drive, and 2 yd. dump bodyof holiday week-ends to get back the Pentagon—orders to pamper, ternoon, June 5, at the Chapel at Jerry LeClair of Auburn, Merrick his being picked for the top war
in first-class condition, tires, gears HOLM. Thomaston. Tel. 371
to Maine to see as many people as sooth and appease the Communist 4 p m., and serve public supper at Beans. ET 2. USN. Norfolk. Va., time job in Europe over the heads
67-69
and engine, ready for heavy work
I can and to make several speech prisoners to make the truce talks 6 pm.
of any kind The price is reason
and Mrs. Beane of Damariscotta, ; of 366 outranking officers He can't
USED deluxe Thayer Carriage
able. or will trade for good car for sale Good cond. MRS DON es. Then when the session is over run more smoothly. Another mag
The Mission Circle of the Con- Mrs Alice Robbins of Cincinnati, turn his back on that organization
Have a 1950 Buick special 4-door ALD GOSS. 24 Purchase St. 67*69 in the Fall of every year. I usually azine has made a similar report.
i gregational Church will meet at 3 Ohio. Miss Marguerite Linekin of even if he wanted to.
Sedan, dynaflow. 19 000 miles, just
This is a serious matter and I be ! p. m. Thursday this week at the
I am surprised you should be
Portland. Mr and Mrs Whitney
HAY. baled and loose, for sale. $5 cover the entire State making
like new. radio and heater. Will
lieve
that
the
Congress
should
ful

trade for another car or can per ton. You take it all. TEI, speeches and meeting with groups.
chapel instead of Thursday, June Linekin. and daughter. Miss Inez fooled by the New Deal barrage of
finance, or sell for ceiling price, 361-J.
67-69 Two years from now in 1954. when ly investigate where those orders 12. A box of used clothing will be Liniken of Worcester, Mass.. Mrs. publicity for “Ike." You must
HAROLD B KALER Washington,
FOR immediate sale, good used I will be running for re-election to came from and who is repsonsible packed for Korea that afternoon. Mar. Henry of Thomaston, John realize that half of it oomes not
Maine. Tel. 5-26. Open Sundays Washing Machine. $30 cash. TEL. the United States Senate, my at for them. I think that it would be
Mr and Mrs. Earle Cummings of Beals, and Miss Sandia Beals of from the government's own propa
and evenings.
67-72 Thomaston 353-4.
67-68 tendance record will probably not tragic to permit this to be bottled
ganda bureau, proving that they
Norwich, N. Y, were holiday and Marblehead. Mass.
Opening RUG SHOP May 30
GMC Pick-up (1936) for sale be as high. But I think that the up behind secrecy in covering up
week-end guests at the Baptist par
The Tri-County Button1 Club will want “Ike” and don't care whether
Large display Braided Rugs South or trade. Call ’ JAMES" 1316-W.
people of Maine will be willing to for such shocking policy. It cer sonage.
Warren, Friendship Road. R.iute 97
be host Saturday to the Waterville- he goes ln on one party or the
67*69
64 and* 67
permit me a few absences then in tainly makes Americans wonder
Raymond
Pendleton.
Jr.,
who
has
Oakland
Button Club, at Marshall's other, so long as he does go in
FOR SALE
just what is the foreign and mili been with Paul Jackson of Provi Point, Port Clyde, both clubs en
BIRD Houses, Feeding Stations,
You must know that “Ike" is a
SHINGLE Machine. Joiner, and a sense of traditional Maine fair
for sale. Novelties, Toys. RAYE'S Chevrolet Power unit, belts and ness.
tary policy if we are going to let dence. R. I., evangelist the past tertained there by Rev and Mrs. very questionable Republican. In
CRAFT SHOP Prescott St . city shafting ready to run. 2 cords of
defy our season, is home here with his par Will Kelley, who will serve coffee. his first public speech at Abilene,
Talking about going on the rec Communist prisoners
56‘Tue*7B Cedar. 4 and 5 ft. Posts. Will sell
ord and standing up and being troops It certainly gives ammuni ents for the Summer, and is em Club members will bring box lunch. Kansas, Nov 9. 1909. "Ike" declared
cheap, or trade for anything but counted, I am reminded of a recent tion to those critics of the Truman
The program of orientals will be himself a Democrat He has never
ployed by Chester Wallace.
FOR SALE
goats H B KALER, Washington.
Administration who charge that
Wilson Zero Spray, front opening Maine
Mr and Mrs. William Kelso of presented by Mr and Mrs. Will at any time since then refuted that
Tel. 5-25. Open Sunday editorial in the Press Herald which
eight can milk pourer, used very and holidays.
67-72 severely criticized the action of the the Korean War is a phony war.
Wakefield. Mass., have been visit Harding of Brunswick, and Mis. S. affiliation, nor has he at any time
little; Ford Ferguson Spring tine
House of Representatives in pass
directly declared himself a Repub
ing Miss Barbara Starrett in this F. Haskell of Oakland.
Cultivator;
McCormick
Tractor
ing by voice vote, and off the rec
COTTAGES
town, and Mr. and Mrs. Roger
GLEN COVE
Miss Marguerite
Milliken re lican, although he has had several
Manure Spreader; Lime and Fer
ord as far as the position of each
tilizer Spreader on rubber; Bradley
turned Sunday night to Portland opportunities.
Mrs. Justin Davis and Mrs. Rho- Stawart in Belfast.
COLBY Cottage at Spruce Head individual member was concerned,
Auto-Tire Tractor Mowing Machine
As a civilian, during the time he
after
a week-end visit here with
Mrs.
Wilder
Moore,
accompanied
da Hamilton of Rockland were
on rubber; Two seige units and Island to let. for July and August. a tax exemption for members of
MRS. HOOPER. Tel.
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.. E. by Mrs. Herbert Kenniston, Mrs. Mrs. Emma Norwood. Mrs. Alice was president of Columbia Univer
Compressor; Papic Ensilage Cutter. Sleeps six.
Maurice Lindsey and Mrs. Corinne Robbins who passed the Winter sity, he was a registered voter of
67*69 Congress. This editorial prompted B. Hall.
Model L, used very little; Power; 9369-J.
a
Maine
man
to
write
me
express

Plant on Wheels; Ford Ferguson |
Perkins
motored Wednesday last months with her son-in-law and New York, and although New York
POUR-Room Cottage to let, by
Warren Barrows was on a vaca
Angle Dozer for sale.
week or season Near Post Office ing his approval of the editorial
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Han laws request a statement of partyweek
to
Stetson.
and store. Write Mainland. MAU and disapproval of the voice vote tion from his duties at Lloyds Phar
PERKY P. RICH
Callers Wednesday at the home son in Cincinnati, Ohio, is visiting affiliation, he did not in two reg
RICE JONES. Clark Island 65-67 action. Now that gentleman add macy the past week.
of Mrs. Minerva Marshall were Mr Mrs Norwood, her sister and Mr. istrations designate himself as a
Tel. 361-J
Old County Rd.
Mrs. Bert Gregory was enter and Mrs. Weston Petrie of Portland and Mrs. Arthur Robbins, her son Republican.
THREE Cottages to let. by week ressed his letter to the wrong per
67-69
or season. Contact BURDELL'S
tained by Mrs. Will Gregory for a and Mr. and Mrs. WiUiam Harvey and daughter-in-law in Appleton.
According to former Nebraska
PAIR of Horses for sale. Weight DRESS SHOP or RILEY STROUT son. In the first place, this off the
i ecord voice vote was taken in the birthday dinner at the WCTU Con and daughter
Chairman
William
3000 nice farm team; also harnesses.
Mrs. George Raatikainen enter Democratic
Ruth Annette of
63tf
WAYNE UPHAM. Union Tel 6-3
House and not in the Senate and vention at the Methodist Church Woodfords. Mrs. L. S. Hahn, Port tained at Cushing Wednesday last Richie, Eisenhower told him he
96*68
I did not participate in it in any in Rockland Tuesday.
land has been guest for a few days week in honor of the birthday an would be a candidate for the
REAL ESTATE
13-FT Utility Plywood Boat for
manner nor do I have any respon
Mr. and Mrs Bert Gregory spent of Mrs. Marshall.
niversary of Mrs. Oliver Libby of Democratic Presidential nomina
•ale: 14 BERKEI-EY ST Rock
Wednesday in Searsport.
FOUR-Room year-around Owl's sibility for it.
Mrs. Emma Norwood, accompan this town, and made the birthday tion in 1948, unless Vandenberg was
land. Maine
66*67
Head Home on paved road for sale.
In the second place, four months
Miss Nancy Gregory was home ied by Mrs. Margaret Sawyer and cake which was served. Present nominated by the Republicans,
APPROXIMATELY 100 lobster Three acres of land, cellar Property ago on a national television pro
from Gordon College to spend the Mr and Mrs Oliver B Libby, mo were Mrs Laura Copeland, Mrs. Eisenhower claims he has only
Traps, good condition, for sale; also must be sold this Spring. Mort
fishing trawls. Call Lincolnville gage can be arranged, asking $1800. gram I expressed myself very clear week-end with her parents, Mr. and tored Thursday to Auburn and Olive Fales. Mrs. Doris Maxey, Mrs. voted once in a presidential elec27-22 BETTY PE.ABODY. 65*67 E. W COFFIN. Owl's Head. Tel. ly on this subject urging that roll Mrs. Bert Gregory.
were callers on Mr. and Mrs. Lau Edna Barrett and Mrs Libby all of i tion, in 1944 and that he then
51'1-W2.
67-69 call votes be required to make
FOR SALE
Another deer and family of three rence Winslow, Mr. and Mrs. Clif South Warren and Mrs. Jeannette I voted for Roosevelt. In that same
WE have 12 good Used Cars, and
J election
Eisenhower
personally
FOR SALE. Owl's Head. 5-rm. members stand up and be counted were playing around on the lot ford Carroll and Joseph Shannon Robinson of Oyster River.
prices are right. Pickup Trucks. oceanfront Cottage, with bath. so that their constituents could
| asked a lifelong Republican, Rev.
across the road from CMP Sub- in that city.
Dodge. G.M.C . Ford, with some age Completely fum. and equipped. know where they stand.
1 Daniel A. Poling, editor of the
Mr and Mrs. Wilder Moore mo
Station Monday morning at 6 a. m.
but in first-class running condition, Fine view. Price $3500. SECUR
Originally the leaders of Congress when C. S. Gregory looked out his tored recently to Ripogenus and
Christian Herald, to vote for
with new stickers These trucks will ITY REAL ESTATE CO Dorothy
UNION
do a lot of work. I will sell for Dietz, Camden 2117 or 8897. 67-lt had set the latter part of June as kitchen window.
Roosevelt rather than Dewey. It
while away w-ere caUers at the home
0100 each. cash. Also one 24-pasMn Florence Calderwood
the target date for adjournment bywas not very long ago that Truman
“
FOR
SALE"
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Hubbard
in
Everett
Humphrey
is
confined
to
senger Dodge Bus in A-l condition,
Correspondent
1— 7-room House, hot water heat,
stated that he had always conthe house with severe illness.
Guilford.
motor, rubber and all. Will sell bath,
Telephone
10-24
lights, city water; about 2
sidered Eisenhower a Demorcrat.
very cheap, as I have no use for it, acres land,
The Baptist Ladies Mission Circle
WANTED
large garage. The price
also '36 Plymouth Coupe, with ra
Paul Douglass of Illinois, an ardent
will meet at 11 a m., Wednesday
asked
$6000.
TO
LET
dio.; a good little car cheap, also
WILL board Children by hour,
The firemen's auction, which was New Dealer, claims Eisenhower
2— 8-room House, completely fur
one home-made Tractor HAROLD nished, except dishes; also garage, day or week. MRS ALICE ESTES.
STATE OF MAINE
held Saturday afternoon on the should be nominated—by the Re
APARTMENT in Camden, to
B. KALER. Washington, Maine All for $4500.
Lie. Prac. Nurse. Tel. 1018-M
RETURN OF EXPENDITURES Common, was highly successful.
let;
nice
condition,
sunny,
warm,
publicans!
Tel 5-25. Open Sundays and eve
67*69
PRIMARY
CANDIDATES.
1952
3— Several nice Farms are list
■with flush.
PHONE 2052 Cam
Robert McKinley returned Sunday
nings.
67-72 ed with us. Some suitable for
There ls little doubt that "Ike”
Published
by
the
Secretary
of
WANTED: At the Rockland den.
67-69
State, in accordance with Section 37 from Boston, where he has spent can be elected if the Republicans
TWO Barber Chairs and 3 wall cattle,, some for birds.
Drive-In Theatre. Two Girls who
HOSPITAL Beds for rent, rea of Chapter 4 of the Revised the past week to be near his wile, | do make him the candidate, be4— A Small House, with 3 extra are interested in Summer evening
mirrors for sale. TEL. 1198-M
UNITED HOME Statutes This includes all ex who recently- underwent a surgical cause he wiU have most of the New
65*67 lots. Priced at $3000
work. Short hours, pleasant sur sonable rate.
SUPPLY CO, 579 Main St. Tel penditures filed on or before May5
—
Should
you
be
in
need
of
any
roundings.
excellent
working
con

GLENWOOD Stove for sale also
operation. All report. Mrs. McKin- Dcal DemOcratic votes as well. If
939. Rockland.
55anci61-EOT 28, 1952.
double and single Beds, Dining kind of property, would appreciate ditions. For appointment, please
ley is recovering nicely.
i he js not nominated by the RepubCALL 1589-R
66-67
KNOX COUNTY
TO LET: Furnished 2 or 3
Room Table and Oil Barrels for your inquiry.
Oharles Smith and Zena Nelson : hcan convention, there is more
Thanks for reading
Expenditures
WOMAN wanted for company, rooms and one furn room: 39 Names
camp or cottage use. MAURICE
FREEMAN S YOUNG,
were in LaGrange Memorial Day : ,han a stron(? possibiiity that he
For United States Senator
JONES. Clark Island.
65-67 163 Main St. Rockland, Me. Tel. 730 days, in home of small family. No Beech St TEL. 1116-W or 163-M
67-68 Owen Brewster.
$4,086 88
Miss Elaine Robbins ot Boston, j wjl,
entered in the Democratic
1050 ALLIS-CHALMERS Roto
67-lt objection to one child. Live in. $6
2993.52 .spent the week-end with her par- conventlon as a ..„ark horse "
weekly. MRS A M., % The Cou
FOUR-Room unfurnished Apt to Frederick G. Payne.
Baler for sale. TEL. Thomaston
EIGHT-Room House, with bath, rier-Gazette.
66*68 let. Bath, hot and cold water, Payne-for-U S Senate
ents. Mr. and Mrs William Rob'
32-13.
65-69 for sale; 2-car garage; also 14-ton j
The members of the local town
Committee.
6,019 34
Thermostatic controlled,
ELEVATOR Girl wanted at SEN heated
bins. Elaine is a student rurse at and county Republican committees
$198 a gallon, mill-end Paint, Trailer; 33 Traverse St., Rockland TER-CRANE'S.
Citizens
’
Committee
for
elee. range, elec, refrigerator, $10
Permanent
posi

white green and grey. Oxygen and TEL 369-R.
Payne for US Senator, SB 00 Massachusetts General Hospital.
54tf tion. Apply In Person.
to which I belong, along with mil
67-lt per week Over Carr's Store, cor
Acetylene MORRIS GORDON. 6
Mr and Mrs Charles Cameron
4,1(11.35
ner Main and Rankin streets. TEI Roger P Dube,
TWO-APT. House at 40 Park 8t.
lions of other people are sick of
BOATBUILDERS,
woodwork 26
Leland street.
65-70
Earl
S.
Grant,
152.85
left Saturday for California, where
57tf
for sale, occupied at present. Price ers, Carpenters with boatyard ex“New Deal" corruption, labor bait
For
Governor
MEN’S, Women’s and children's right. Inquire WALDOBORO GA
they will make their home, having
STORE in Post Office building in Neil Bishop.
I perience, with tools, steady work;
ing. wasteful spending, "police
$2,649 08
Shoes sold at factory price at JOE’S RAGE. 118 Park 81 Tel. 475
B5tf defense plant, 40 hours with four Dark Harbor to let, ideal for news Burton M. Cross.
recently sold their farm in Union.
3.467.17
actions” that don't settle anything
SHOE STORE, 63 Cedar St. Open
stand.
ice
cream
parlor,
beauty
par

hours overtime weekly. LUDER’S
The elementary school program
Cross for Governor Club, 5.919.14
dally, inc. Sunday until 0 p. m,
and all the rest of the N. D bunk
j MACHINE CONSTRUCTION CO.. lor or s-tore. CHESTER PENDLE Leroy F. Hussey.
presented
Thursday
evening,
under
8.879.31
MISCELLANEOUS
except Thurs. close at 0 o'clock
66 68 Hussey for Governor Com
We all want a chance to vote for
, Stamford, Conn.
66-68 TON
direction
of
respective
teachers
of
BStf
UNFURNISHED Apt. to let; 3
mittee.
1,404 78
SHACK on salt water wanted.
START Venetian Blind Laundry.
the lower grades, was a very en a real Republican and at the same
TAB Model Electric Ironer. Ice Profitable business New machine. Two bedrooms. Write GC.. War rooms with bath, garage, central Portland Hussey for Gov
joyable
affair for parents and time express our dissatisfaction of
Box. Radiator 18"x36". PHONE Visit plant in Portland. Free Book ren.
location.
TEL
823
66-68
ernor Committee,
2919 46
65tf
friends.
Much credit is due the the present government with our
516.
65*67 ie’ Write I T., CO.. 191 S. 44th St .
56.65
SINGLE five-room House, newlv- Maurice H Hilton,
WILL pay cash for small woodballots.
teachers
and
children.
For Representative To Congress
FRESH Country Butter for sale. Phila., 4 Pa._______________ 66-80 lot bordering fresh or salt water decorated to let. Apply EVERETT
I feel that your editorial policy
tftf 85
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bryer of
75c per lb. CITY FARM, Rockland.
Give details first letter. PO Box WOOSTER, Morse's Comer. Thom Charles P. Nelson.
186 75
65-67 ELECTROLUX CLEANERS 148. Rockland.
Southwest Harbor, with their \ has been quite strongly pro-Eisen65*67 A. M. Chiaravalloti,
65*67 aston after 5 p. m.
9.70 daughter Betty and son Philip of hower. Perhaps you feel that is
FURNISHED Apt. to let: also Leland BForCurrier,
QUALITY Strawberry Plants— A Bonded Serviceman Will
WILL care for Children daytimes
State Senator
room
with
bath,
kitchen
privileges
State inspected, dusted and fumi
the Maritime Academy of Castine, the sentiment of most of your
in my home. For information TEL.
For Judge Of Probate
Be In Rockland Vicinity
gated. Howard 17. Fairlard, Tem
796-J_______ ______________ 65*67 D. JOHNSON. Ill Pleasant St
with friends, spent the week-end readers. Maybe it is, or maybe they
For Clerk Of Courts
ple. Siparkle. Catskill; 10O-$335.
65tf Pearl E Borgerson.
from June 3 to June 6
just don’t bother to keep you in
$5 00 in town.
ALL kinds of Property listings
1000-621. 10.000-$19 per 1000 (com
FOUR-Room Unfurnished Apt
For Sheriff
TEL.
395-M
wanted
If
you
are
thinking
off
Undoubtedly many of
Friendly Circle of the Methodist formed.
bination). Great Bay and Gem
$5.15 Church, meets (tonight) Tuesday, at them are falling for the extensive
67-68 selling, let’s talk it over. WILLIAM to let, bath, hot -water heat; also P. Willard Pea^.
Everbearing 100-S4: 1000-$26 Post
For County Attorney
T. DEAN. Rockland. Tel 226 Li two furnished rooms and flush: 34
paid. Freshly dug and shipped
the home of President Martha publicity your paper and others
OWN And Operate Without any |
65*67
For County Commissioner
61tf Fulton St. TEL 1379-R
promptly. Folder free. SYLVES Investment: One of the finest busi- . censed Real Estate Broker.
Fuller.
have been giving him to make him
2-year Term
TWO
and
three-room
Furnished
TER * SKINNER. Belfast. Te! nes6es in America. Experience unJUNK WANTED
B Hocking.
$1000
a glamour man. May I humbly
569-W4.
55*69 necessary. WiU consider man or I MORRIS GORDON & SON, 6 Tea Apartments, to let; all electric Darold
For County Commissioner
Since we are all more or less suggest that you give the matter
kitchen, private bath, sunny rooms;
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale: woman with car. We furnish stocks > street. Tel. 123-W.
65-67 67 TALBOT AVE.
6-Year Term
67-69
creatures of habit, why not try to some serious thought when you are
Howard 17, Catskill Sparkle and on credit. Good earnings. Write
$39 50 make the habits good ones.
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
SMALL Furnished Apartments, Maurice E Davis,
tempted to reprint one of those
Temple, $2 25-100: $18-1000. PP WATKINS CO, Box 367R. Dept
5.00
61*T*70 done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 central location and at North Roland J. Gushee.
or 62-100; $17-1000 here. State in RL. Newark. N. J.
For Representative To Legislature
Union
St.,
Grove
St.
entrance.
Tel.
End. Apply 11 JAMES ST. 51tf
The only thing some women will
spected. COB. orders filled. LE
Dorothy G Lawry,
$5 00
1680. EVA AMES.
64*69
ROY LUCE, Washington. Tel. 9-14.
APARTMENT to let; 5 rooms with Joseph C. Robinson, Jr.,
21.30 admit they don’t know is why they
SUMMER
SCHOOL
48*71
DON'T discard your old or bath; newly renovated; hot and
67-lt married the husband they have.
STARTS MONDAY, JUNE 16
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN cold water furnished. Adults only, j
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales
NEWMAN for restoring and re- Apply BICKNELL'S HARDWARE
Service and Repair. Write or Call
7 WEEKS—DAY AND
flnlshlng; tf Maaonle St.
Tel. ____________________________ 43 tf
FOR SALE
958 Water St., Augusta. TEL. 3770
EVENING CLASSES
1106-M_______________________ltf
14tf
POUR-Room unfurnished Apt,
And Pay as Little as
In
Warren,
6-Room
House with 2-Car Garage
Write or Phone for Details
to let; private bath; heated, hot
WANTED
and
Workshop,
2y
2
Acres
of
Land.
and
cold
water
included;
also
twoGRANITE LIVES FOREVER
ROCKLAND SCHOOL
Modern kitchen in tile; dining room with built-in glass
Exchange furnished cottage, two room furnished Apt., lights, heat
Walk*, Stepa Peeta, Fireplace*,
bedrooms, bath, electric kitchen, ed, hot and cold water included;
china closet; living room, large front porch; 3 bedrooms up;
OF COMMERCE
Htr1-! Stone* and Chain. Ash
and livingroom, on Georges River, bath. Inquire MRS. MAYO, 14
flush and lavatory, one new bath room. Cemented. cellar, elec
64-71
Warren, Fisherman’s Paradise, for Elm St.
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
38tf
tric lights, town water. Venetian blinds and screens. Fine view,

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

ALENA L. STARRETT

BUY THE TIRES
YOU NEED NOW

Feandatton Stone.
Estimates
gladly eobmltted. Ne obligation.
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
TRIES (Socceeeon to John Meehaa * Son), Clark bland, He.
Tei. Rockland 11-ffJ er Tenant’*

Wrtr- M-13-

1-tf

I

a;
Don t gamble with fire-

the odds

similar cottage on salt water.
HEATED and unheated furnished
Address HARRY CARBIN, Warren.
Maine.
65-tf Apt* to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77
Park St
Tels. 8060 or 1234,
ltf

in good location.
Taxes 580.

Inquire at SKA COAST PAINT
67tf I CO, 440 Main 8t.
ltf

356 MAIN ST.

BIKE Repairing wanted; largest
SANDING Machine and polisher
stock of parts in Knox County;
used Bikes. BITLER OAR AND to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer.

HOME SUPPLY, 470 Main St.

Would make excellent retirement home.

ELMER C. DAVIS, Realtor
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BUILDING

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 77

BITLEB CAB >
HOME SUPPLY
470 Mali St
Bockland,
TeL 177

"Dee’* propaganda editorials from
such papers as the Boston Herald
—do you want to be partly res
ponsible for helping to elect him?
Unless you want to continue the
New Deal hocuspocus you may be
awfully sorry. It would certainly
be a pretty hollow victory for the
Republicans to find out after elec
tion that this man who is trying
to infiltrate into the party, is after
all, actually a "New Dealer."
Benjamin W. Farnham.
40 Wilbur street
Abington, Mass

Life Prolonged
Cancer Pain Has Been Re
duced Or Obliterated
It has long been the dream of
scientists to cure cancer with a
pill or injection. Of course, it is too
soon to make any far-reaching
claims Pain has been reduced or
obliterated, and life prolonged and,
in many cases, a state approaching
normal health has been achieved
tor months or longer.
Until 1947, most children with
acute leukemia—a cancer-like di
sease of the blood—lived less than
a year Sometimes they died with
in a few weeks of the onset of the
disease Now the newly synthesized
chemicals used in treatment (are
producing great improvement in
about half of the children treated.
One boy of six under treatment
has not had a recurrence of his
acute leukemia for 27 months; a
girl of eight is alive 35 months af
ter treatment and one boy of 11 is
in school and playing actively in
sports 36 months after acute leu
kemia had struck.
A vast new field in the use of
hormones—products of male and
female glands—has opened in the
past five years. True, they do not
cure, but they often halt cancer
growth and give relief from pain.
Hundreds of men with cancer of
the prostate and women with can
cer of the breast have been enabled
to return to something like a nor
mal life through the use of these
hormones.
The American Cancer Society
has done much to foster this fiveyear expansion in cancer study and
research. Since the inception of its
program in 1945, ACS has allocated,
through its national office, more
than twenty million dollars to can
cer research. This has taken the
form of 298 fellowships. 1217 grantsin-aid, and 162 institutional grants.
The Maine Cancer Society has giv
en financial support to many re
search projects ln our state.
Cancer can be controlled and
cured 11 it is discovered early
enough and treated immediately
upon discovery. Cancer took the
lives of 1.648 Maine citizens last
year Many of them could have
been saved by early diagnosis and
prompt, expert treatment. A post
card to The Maine Cancer Society,
Town Building,
Brunswick, will
bring additional information on
this important subject.

MATINICUS
Mrs. Carrie Ripley went to Rock
land Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs Harry Siebert and
son Harvey of Quincy were holiday
guests of her mother, Mrs. Either
Young Dickie Ames of Rockland
was also a guest at the Young
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Lerman Thompson
and son have been at their Rock
land home for a few days.
The school children marched to
the cemetery on Memorial Day and
decorated the graves, as has been
the custom for several years.
STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
Augusta. Maine
BUILDING for SALE
SEALED PROPOSALS addressed
to the State Highway Commission.
Augusta, Maine, for the Pur--ha.e
and Removal of one (1) building in
the City of Rockland. Knox County,
will be received by the Commission
at its Office in Augusta, Maine, until
10:00 o’clock A M . Eastern Day
light Saving Time of June 11. 1952
and at that time publicly opened
and read.
AH Proposals shall be made upon
blank forms provided by the Com
mission and shall be dated and
signed by the Bidder with his ad
dress The Proposal shall be sub
mitted in an envelope marked “Pro
posal for the Purchase and Removal
of Building in the City of Rock
land."
Before acceptance of the Proposal,
any Bidder may be required to
show that he has the necessary fa
cilities. experience, ability and
financial resources to perform the
work in the manner and within the
time specified.
Forms of the Proposed Work,
General Specifications, Special Pro
visions. Proposal Bid, Contract and
Contract Bond may be obtained at
the Office of the State Highway
Commission Augusta. Maine.
The building may be seen by ap
pointment made with E. W. Axtell,
Right of Way Engineer. State High
way Commission, Augusta. Maine.
The Commission reserves the
Right to Reject Any or All Bids.
MAINE STATE HIGHWAY
COMMISSION.
Augusta, Maine,
May 21. 1052.
65&67
GOOD SUPPLY
MOST SIZES
Check With U* Flnt

PIPE

BICKNELL MFG. CO.
PHONE BOCKLAND $60

32-tf

Tuesday^ThMKttey-UHrdBy T

VINALHAVEN
MRS ALLIE LANE

Correspondent
Telephone 86
Rev. and Mrs W. S. Stackhouse
returned Saturday from Bangor.
Mr and Mrs Gerald Roberts of
Southbridgc, Mass., are guests of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Free
man Roberts
Mrs Alec Davidson and son Lau
rence returned Wednesday from
Cleveland, Ohio, where they were
guests of Mrs Alton Arey. the past
two weeks Mrs Arey returned with
V.hem, making the trip by automomle.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward White,
daughter Barbara and son Walter
of Worcester, Mass . arrived Thurs
day. They were accompanied by
Mrs White's mother, Mrs David
Anderson who passed the Winter
months in Worcester, Mass
Mrs Frank Mullen returned Sat
urday from Stonington where she
passed Memorial Day.
Mrs. Louise Stewart of Swamp
scott, Mass, is the guest of Mr and
Mrs. Clyde Poole.
Mr and Mrs Albert Columb. have
returned to Springfield, Mass. hav
ing spent Memorial Day in Vinal
haven.
d Mrs Irving Stone, son Douglas
and sister Mrs Oscar Waterman of
North Haven were guests Memor
ial Day of Mr and Mrs. Andrew

Olk-hrist.
Mrs. Jeasie Lloyd of Boston,
Mass , is the guest of her daughter
?nd son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Philip Bennett.
The Non Eaters Club met Wed
nesday as guests of Mrs. Clyde
Poole. A delicious dinner was
served.
Mrs Della Simmers was hostess
to the Bridge Eight, Thursday night
at her home on High Street. Lunch
was served.
Mrs. Meredith Trefrey ot New
Haven. Mass , visited her mother,
Mrs Edith Vinal and aunt Mrs
Gertrude Hall over the week-end
at their home on School street.
Mrs. Doris Oroth and Miss Mabel
Carlon. returned Sunday to New
ton, Mass., having visited their
sister and brother-in-law Mr. and
Mrs. Owen Roberts over the week
end.
Mrs. Ralph Candage daughter
Mary and Mrs. Quinn, Lawry have
returned from Surry where they
attended the Candage-Carter wed
ding at which Miss Mary Candage
was bridesmaid.

Miss Mary Candage, oouAin of the
bride, of Vinalhaven was brides
maid. Donald Carter, nephew of
the bridegroom was best man, wed
ding music was by Pauline Bur
gess.
The bride’s gown was white satin
with finger tip veil which fell from
a crown of pearls, she carried a
brides bouquet of white glads and
. sweet peas.
The bridesmaid wore an aqua
taffeta gown with shoulder veil and
flower crown. Two hundred guests
were present. A reception followed
the ceremony. The wedding cake,
! topped by a miniature bride and
groom was cut by the bride and
bridegroom then served hy Mrs
Gladys Lawry. aunt of the bride
The bridal couple then left on their
wedding trip which included Canj ada.

('arter-Candage
Miss Ellen Lorraine Candage,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Candage ot Springfield. Mass. and
formerly of Vinalhaven became the
bride of Lorado Carter, son of Mrs.
Albert Carter and the late Mr
Carter of Surry, May 17 at the
Methodist Church in Surry. Elder
Numan Wilson of Jonesport per
formed the double ring ceremony.

j
1
’
j

Repo/

•“Yes” promptly to 4 out of
5 men and women—married or
single. Cash loans for worthy
purposes. Phone for 1-visit loan
, . , write ... or come in today!
Loans $25 to $300

Joan

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 3,1952

CASH YOU GET

Monthly

$400

15 Hos.
20 Mos.

$31.13
24.46

$600

:

•36.69

Above
po/mentj
cover every!/. ~g!
loan* of other amount*, or for other
periods, nre in proper! -n.
Me.

Ifw coaMftrf/ m»r unit ta t»r rn-

FINANCE CO.

SYSTEM

2nd FL, (FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOG.) 356 MAIN ST., ROCKIAND
Phone: 1133 • Phillip Campbell, YES MANager
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIl NOON
loom mode lo residents ol all surrounding towns • Small Loon Statute License No. 35

•

short period of time. The band was
organized only last October and
much credit is due Mr Simons for
his successful achievement. The
boys and girls presented a fine ap
pearance in their attractive uni
forms and Miss Charlene Polk was
charming as majorette.
At 6 p. m
the column formed
again at Legion Hall and marched
to Soldier's Monument, where ser
vices of retreat were performed.

ItT x.

Somebody's Going lo be Surprised!
He’s going hallway up the hill, to a spot where a
lane strays into the Wildwood and he can glimpse the
top of a (ieldstone chimney above the trees. That’s
his lane—and he’s going

home!

lt has been a well-guarded secret. Just two people
have known about it all these months—himself and
his Cadillac dealer.

To make doubly sure, he has hinted at everything
under the sun as a fitting tribute to this wedding
anniversary — except a Cadillac!
Well, it won’t be long now. He’s getting closer and
closer. And now the stones in the driveway crunch
under the w heels ... he gives the familiar three “toots”
on the horn . . . and then she sees him, with his cap
in his hand, bowing and pointing to the driver’s seat.

!1

Entertain the High School
Athletes and Officials—
New Officers

1
\

OWL’S HEAD

Mrs Blanche Mann is chairman
of the baked bean supper to be held
a. the town hall Thursday night by
Owl's Head Orange. Mrs. Ellena
Fredette will have charge of the
game party. Money received will go
toward new folding tables for the
new school and town hall building.
The regular meeting of the
School Improvement League will be
Memorial Day Parade
held Wednesday night. June 4 at
The parade of Memorial Day was the Ingrahams Hill Schoolhouse.
held at 1 30 p. m. under sunny skies Election of officers will be held and
and the longest line of march in refreshments served
several years Column formed in
School Improvement League
front of the Legion Hall led by
The card party held Wednesday
Marshal Joseph
Headley, color
night by the School Improvement
bearers, Vinalhaven High School
League netted J65. Members of the
band of 25 boys and eight girls with
committee on arrangement were
Charlene Polk
as
majorette.
Mrs Ruth Lewis, Mrs. Eleanor New
Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs Post Am
bert, Mrs Thelma Murray, Mrs.
erican Legion Auxiliary, Spanish
Mildred Edwards, Mrs Amanda
War Vets, North Haven Post and
Ross. Mrs Lucille McConchie and
Auxiliary, Sons od American Le
Mrs. Mildred Wiley. The fruit basgion, Gold Star parents and widows.
ket was awarded Mrs Charles
School children in charge of teach
Bicknell, the door prize went to
ers. Ceremonies were held at John
Mrs Charles Call and the cake was
Carver cemetery to decorate graves
won by Mrs. Ruth Staples. Winners
of departed comrades thence to the
at each table were Mrs Corinne
water front to scatter flowers on
Hughes. Mrs. Helen Harvey, Mrs
the water, taps were sounded by
Betty Economy. Mrs. Lucy Stewart,
bugler Eugene Burgess in memory
Mrs Luella Post, Mrs. Ellen Ifemy,
of Naval Comrades, thence lo Sol
Mrs. Vance Norton, Elme Beal,
diers Monument,
where Joseph
Mrs Leona McDonald. Mrs. Helen
Headley officiated at the ceremony.
Brewer, Miss Margaret Borgerson,
Prayer was by Rev George R Mer
Etta Stoddard. Mrs Mary Epps, E.
riam of North Haven. Thence to
B. Busewell, E T Grumby, Mrs
Honor Roll where prayer was by
Tillie Hooper and Mrs. Dorothy
David
Duncan
chaplain
of
Smith. Mrs Ruth Staples, Mrs.
Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs Post Af
Helen Montgomery, Mrs. Everett
ter the service Joseph Headley ad
Spear, II.
dressed Allen Simons of the School
Faculty, thanking him for his wonEvidently most Europeans think
redful work as musical director, our foreign policy is an endow
for making it possible to have a ment policy.
band for Memorial Day. The stu
dents showed much musical ability
The United States at the present
and deserve great praise for their time has most of the world’s gold
work, which they did in such a and nearly all of its I O U.'s

Well, it’s Junetime—and thc top is down—and his
heart is tilled with memories . . . and where do you
think he's going?

Vinalhaven Lions

They Won Fame For Thomaston

Surprised? Never so much in all her life. And
never more thrilled—for it’s the ‘‘car of cars" for the
‘‘day of days”!
And is he happy!
Maybe it has taken him ten years—or fifteen—or
even twenty ... to make his dream come true.
But dufing all this time he never wavered in what
he wanted. He wanted to make one anniversary mean
something special above all the rest ... by the gift of
a Cadillac.
Perhaps, as you read this, you are looking forward
to some very special anniversary of your own.
If you are—and you’re planning on giving the
gift of gifts—then you’d better come in and see us soon.
We’ve kept many and many a secret, for many and
many a man—so you may trust us not to tell!

A*

Champions of '91—Maine's interscholastie track and field champions of 1891 are shown in the above
photo. The Thomaston High squad is. left to right: Frank Eliot, Fred Andrews, Charles Tolman. retired
Portsmouth High teacher; Bert Copeland, Louis Fales, Ellis Prince. Koss Bickford, Richard Bickford. Ralph
Whitney and F rank Met ullen

Track and Field Champions Back In 1891
—Captured Maine's Interscholastic
Championship
Tlie hammer will not be on the
end of a stick, the pole vault pole
an oversized curtain rod or the
javelin a piked broom handle when
the Yankee Conference track teams
convene at Durham
Yet. those are the conditions un
der which Charles A. Tolman of
121 Aldrich Road, retired Portsmoth High teacher, and his team
mates at Thomaston, Me, High
Sell iol won the Pine Tree State's
Interscholastie championship at
Augusta 61 years ago
A neatly trimmed moustache, for
those who could raise one, was the
order of the day for the trackmen
in 1891. Moustaches gave runners
additional streamlining and Jump
ers ’wings.”
Tolman, instructor of machine
shop practice at Portsmouth High
for 25 years, had some very dis
tinguished colleagues on the Thom
aston H. S. team of '91.
Lois Fales, sperlntendent of
shools in Arlington. Mass., was a
member of that State champion
ship team as was Ralph Whitney, a
well-known druggist in Thomas
ton, and Fred L Andrews, one of
Colorado's most prominent busi
nessmen.

esting Thomaston article, reports
as still living the following gradu
ates of the years In question: Fred
L. Andrews. Aggie Fales, Martha
Crafford, Eliza Levensellar, Mary
Parker. Emma Stackpole, Nellie
Gardner. Harriet Rose, Charles A
Tolman. Mrs. George Mathews.
Mrs. Edw. Carlton, Mrs. Sidney
Clapp. Mrs. William Foster.
Deceased:
Herbert
Plummer,
Lewis Fales. Gertie Brown, Gertie
Davis and Mrs. James Studley

among those rated and my oppon
ent was rated 77. This is pointed
out only ln answer to those who
claim seniority must be recognized
Do we want seniority for Maine or
good representation?
The opposition would have you
believe that a Senator, once elected,
is entitled to be returned year upon
year, regardless of the type or val
ue of representation which he of
fers. No, friends, seniority is valu
able only to the point that it is
productive to the people back home.
They're telling you too, in this
campaign that to be an able Sena, tor one must first serve an appren
ticeship in the lower branch of
Congress History does not so re
cord itself. Conversely, some of the
ablest Senators dowm through the
. years have been men who gained

At thc meeting of the Vinalhaven
Lions Cluib, held at the Red Men's
hall, May 29. the club invited mem
bers of the High School faculty,
Edward R Hawkes, principal, Alan
Simmons. Director of Music, Ches
ter Kennedy Director of Athletics,
ar.d 20 members of the Vinalhaven
High School Athletic Association,
to a turkey dinner.
The special student guests were:
Peter Williams. Edward Dy er. Jackie
Carisen Bruce Kelwick. Van Gullford Neil Sutiffe. Harold Ander
son, Jack Tupper, Jimmie Arey,
Paul Chilles, John Arey, Harold
Davs, Clarence Conway, Ira Pater
son, George Staples. Bruce Arey,
Mac Gilchrist, Kenneth Holbrook.
Paul Hopkins and Valois Young
Awards were presented to several
members who were outstanding. In
their work ar.d in their ability on
■ oth the ba.'kctball and baseball
team,.
Officers for the year, July 1, 1902,
to July 1. IP53 are President. Alec
C. Blood: first vice president. Harry
W Young: second vice president,
H- ward E MacFarland: secretary,
C C Webster; treasurer. L. W.
V
I K Calderwood; Lior. Tamer. R C Bennett;
directors, or.e year. C. L Bickford
and O V. Drew ; two years, C B
Williams. J F Headley.
Mav 15, a special meeting, instal
lation and Ladies' Night was held
at Union Church vestry. New offlcers were installed by District Gov
ernor Earl Cor.ant, Oakland. Maine.
Nineteen guests were present. In
cluding Mrs Conant.

their initial government experi
ence as Governors.
The voters of Maine, I am sure,
will neither be swayed nor mis
led by any suggestion that length
of service alone is the important
factor in naming any office holder.
Frederick G Payne

Made Plain Talk
Gov. Payne Discusses Some
Salient Points In Canvass
For Senatorship

The time has arrived In thia
campaign to talk facta—plain facts
all the facts.
The opposition camp is trying to
sell you, the voter, a package with
out any obvious effort to disclose
its contents. They are asking you
j to renominate my opponent on
I grounds that he has been in Washi ington so long, he is entitled, au, tomatically, to another term. They
won't talk of his record, they reI fuse to discuss long absences from
Tolman and Andrews have main- the Washington scene—they simply
tained correspondence through the | say ^ts seniority entitles him to a
years. The transplanted Colorad- I preference over one who has not
an, now 79 years of age shoots a 1 hem Congressional office
good game of golf Last month he
I dispute this philosophy. The
finished third in a club tournament mere fact that one has long held
at Denver.
office does not, of necessity, indi
The picture accompanying the cate that his sendee has been of
story was taken in the back yard particular value to the people back
of the Andrews home in Thomas home.
ton. It was where the boys used to
Recently, I listened to a radio
practice.
talk which had no reference to the
The pole vaulter is Ellis Prince senatorial campaign here in Maine
There was little "give" to the pole Yet. the facts are so related to all
which he used in helping his team this talk on the Importance of se
win the Maine State title 61 years niority that I make reference to
ago. It's not like the limber bam what was stated. Let me quote:
boo poles which will carry vaulter
“It has been said that we should
12 and 13 feet over the bar at the not throw out experience for inex
Yankee
Conference
meet
in perience. One can only be accredi
Durham.
ted with what he accomplishes,
The hammer, too, has changed a whether in his individual affairs,
lot. Today it is far from the lethal or in the capacity as a sen-ant of
weapon it was in 1891 when Rich the people whom he represents The
ard Bickford heaved it through the fact that a person has held public
air. The hammer today has a han office does not therefore mean that
dle and accidents uncommon he will, of necessity, accomplish
Bickford's hammer was a "stand more than a person who has not
clear" job and everyone gave the held such public office"—end of
thrower at least 200-feet clearance. quote.
The former Portsmouth High in
Political scientists, were request
structor was a high jumper and ed to evaluate the members of the
brought points in for the Thomas United States Senate on the basis
ton state champs—Portsmouth (N. of their voting record, their per
H ) Herald.
sonal integrity, etc. It's a matter
Charles A Tolman. to whom I of record that Senator Margaret
am indebted for the above inter- Chase Smith was listed No. 6
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DEEP FRYER

rooks an endless variety
of taste-tempting dishes
Eusuy — tfiiivlily-Automatieully

Just set the thermostat and Fryryte doer
the rest. In only 2 to 7 minutes delicious
digestible deep-fried foods can be cooked
right at the dining room table. Meats, fish,
onions,doughnuts,made
i
in the same cooking comI i
» J '

pound will not take on

the flavor of each other.

i

Largest
Cocking Capacity
Compact Design

Light Weight

We’d be delighted to see you ... at any time you
find convenient.

Always Ready
Ts Use

95

TUE GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY

$2.95 down
$5 monthly

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.,

WINTER STREET

CENTR
I0WIR

AINE
O MPAM V

Tuewfay-Thurtday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 3, 1952
A Solid Platform

At Rockport Thurs.
THOMASTON

'Continued from Page One)
"I am supremely confident that
the people af Maine will see the
predicted political maneuvers from
a variety of sources in their prop
er light and will administer a
stinging rebuke to the promoters
ot such Unethical tactics at the
polls on June 16."
Hussey also warned all persons
against the improper use of his
name in any way and voiced the
opinion that his campaign organi
zation in every county was. built
upon such a solid foundation that
it would not be shaken by "distur
bances and rumblings generated by
rapacious interests."

Modal I tenia, Notices and Advertlsementa may be aent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-1

.4ewi tad

Mr and Mrs Cecil Cushman.
Wadsworth treet. Thomaston, are
announcing the engagement
of
ROCKPORT
their daughter. Gladys Vio’.a C..-li
man to Otis Byron Benner Jr .
MRS NANCY I COMPTON
Cc respondent
Waldoboro, son of Mr and Mrs
Tel. Camden 2050
Otis Benner No date has been set
for the wedding M..- Cu-hman is
a graduate of Thomaston High
Mrs Belle J. Wail quietly ob
S.-hool, class of 1950 and is n w
served her 90: h birthday anniver
employed by General Seafoods Mr sary at her home Saturday May 31.
Benner served in U S Navy for She was the recipient of many
two years, is a graduate cf Waldo- i-ard- and a telegram besides gifts.
boro High School in 1946
He is
She entertained a surprise guest at
now employed as carpenter in
1 dinner and a party of neighbors
Damariscotta.
surprised her in the afternoon Re
Miss Audrey Yout. who is in freshments of ice cream and cake
training at the New England Bap ■ were served.
tist Hospital, spent the holiday and
Mr and Mrs. Carl Everett of
week-end with her parents, Mr.
Somerville. Mass. were week-end
and Mrs Ralph Carroll.
! guests of Mr. and Mrs Maynard
Miss Priscilla Burton has re ; Ingraham.
turned to Farmington State Teach
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Ryder and
ers College to resume her studies
daughter Sari and Mrs. Effie Vea
after spending the holiday and
zie of Brockton. Mass . spent the
week-end with her parents. Mr.
holidays at their home on Russell
and Mrs. Oscar Burton
avenue.
Mr and Mrs Norman Moulton
Mi and Mrs Henry Herstrom
and son. Norman Jr . have returned and Mrs Helen Ange of Wakefield.
to York after spending the week Mass. were recent guests of Mr.
end with her mother, Mrs Faustina and Mrs Henry Tominski.
Carney.
Mts Lou Sheldon of Boston,
Mr and Mrs Robert Adams have Mass. was a recent guest of Mr.
returned to Malden, Mass, after and Mrs George McLellan.
being guests of Mr and Mrs Ber
Mr and Mrs. Douglas Payson and
nard Robinson over the holiday daughter of East Weymouth, Mass.,
and week-end.
were at their home on Pascal av
Cpl Henry E Hastings returned enue, over the week-end.
to Mitchell Air Force Base. New
Mr and Mrs. Fred Leach of
York. Friday after spending a few Wakefield spent the holidays at
days with Mrs. Henry Hastings and
their home on Camden road.
son Marstin and parents. Mr and
Mr and Mrs. Harry Compton and
Mrs. Edward Hastings, and grand
daughter have moved into their
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Marstin
home on Pleasant street.
Simmons
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hanscom
Mr and Mrs. George Creighton
and daughter were guests of his
have returned to East Milton. mother. Mrs. Madelyn Hanscom for
Mass after spending the holiday
the holidays.
and week-end with her mother.
Mi and Mrs. Earl Dodge and
Mrs. Grace Andrews
family of Connecticut were week
Mrs. Ellizabeth Pentilla is a pa
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lord
tient at the Knox Hospital.
Dodge.
Larry Kangas, who is employed
Mrs Edith Braun has arrived at
at the Stove and Webster Engi
the Rosemary cottage for the Sum
neering Company, Boston, spent
mer months.
the holiday and week-end with his
There will be a supper Wednes
parents. Mr. and Mrs Waino Kan day night at 6.33 at the Methodist
gas.
Church. The funds will go towards
Miss Sally Gillchrest, a student the Youth Fellowship Camp Fund.
at University of Maine, spent the
Miss Mary Ann Wolters and
week-end with her parents Mr
Dominic Forty of Lynn, Mass.,
and Mrs. James Gillchrest.
were week-end guests of Mr. and
Roy W. Beil, Jr., and friend, Ray
Mrs. Ewalt Wolters.
mond Ritchie of Albemarle, N C,
The Brownies who recently "Flew
were week-end guests of Mr. and
Up" into the Girl Scout Troop are,
Mrs. Roy R. Bell.
Linda Ames, Beverly Clough, Mag
Mr and Mrs Roland Flood and gie Dietz, Ruth Ann Erickson, Su
son Jeffrey of Everett. Mass , were san Goodridge, Debby Hanna, San
holiday and week-end guests of dra Morton, Jerry Pound, Barbara
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hall and Mr Smith. Linda Spear, Dorothy Ul
and Mrs. Richard Woodcock
mer and Nancy Young.
Mr and Mrs. Robert Proal of
Plainville. Mass , were guests Sun
day of Mr. and Mrs Everett Con
don.
WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Townsend and
MRS. RENA CROWELL
son Benjamin have returned home
Correspondent
Telephone 250
from a visit at Saybrook. Conn,
and New London. Conn
Mrs. Francis Friend of Skow
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gore, Kit
hegan was holiday guest of her
tery, have been guests of her sister,
mother, Mrs. Gertrude Liniken.
Mrs. Nellie Cloutier, at the home
Pythian Sisters will meet Friday
of Charles Howard.
night at 7.30. Each one bring an
Mrs. Alice Benner. Mrs Martha
other member and a small gift for Richards, Winthrop. Mass., spent
the swap party. Refreshments after the week-end with their brother
the meeting.
and sister- in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William Morrison Albert Benner.
have returned to Dover. N. H . after
Mrs Mabel Grey, who has been
being guests of her sister. Mrs. at the home of Mrs. Lura Winslow,
Faustina Carney, for a few days. has returned to Portland.
Mr and Mrs. James Gillchrest,, Mrs. Celia Gross, Gorham, spent
Jr., have returned to Ly’n brook. the holiday with her mother. Mrs.
L. I . N Y after spending a few Cora Nash.
days with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Cowley and daughter
Mrs. James Gillchrest.
of Wisoaseet has been a guest of
Mr and Mrs. William R. Sharp her mother, Mrs. Bernard Benner.
of East Hartford, Conn., were holi
Week-end visitors at the home
day and Week-end guests of Mr. of Mr. and Mrs W. H Crowell, were
Lieut. Gilbert Crowell and family,
and Mrs. Guy Lermond.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Daley of Loring Crowell and wife and son,
Gardiner and Mr. and Mrs. William Davis. Gariand. Cedric Crowell of
Faulkner of Malden, Mass., were Portsmouth. N. H.
There will be a joint meeting of
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
the Ladies' Circle and MissionaryRoy R. Bell
Mrs Lizzie Colby, who has been Society of the First Baptist Church.
passing the Winter with her son Waldoboro, on Thursday, June 5.
and daughter-in-law. Mr and Mis A covered dish luncheon will be
Sherwood Sprowl, Thatcher street served at noon.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Geele will
has gone to Spruce Head Island to
spend the month of June at her observe their fiftieth wedding an
cottage. She has as her guest for niversary on June 5. They will have
the month, her sister, Mrs Mabe! open house from 2 to 5 and 7 to
10 p. m.
Copithorne of Somerville, Mass
Miss Jacqueline Richards, Win
The Thomaston Dons will meet
at the Federated Church Wednes throp, Mass., has been the guest
day at 1.45 p. m. to attend the of her brother, Douglass Richards.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler have
services of Charles Lawry.
moved into the Alfred Pinkham

GOODYEAR

Wants To See YOU about

ROUTE 1—ROCKPORT

Proudly Announces

TIRES

The Return of

Lakewood Theatre
“My Only Love," a romantic
comedy, will start the 52d year and
be the 654th production of the
Lakewood Players, beginning next
Saturday night. The comedy will
run through the week of June 9.
and the first matinee of the season
will be an Saturday, June 14 It
will be followed by the farcecomedy "Apron Strings" and the
third bill, John Patricks comedy,
"Lo and Behold." produced last sea
son. by the Theatre Guild, brings
back Reynolds Evans, a great Lakewood favorite, in the chief male
I role.
Returning for a second season are
such popular players of 1951 as
Skeclge Miller. Velma Royton, Eu
gene Stuckmann and Bill Story, as
well as Paula Houston, who was a
member of the 1949-1950 com
panies.
Making their debut at
Lakewood in "My Only Love” will
be Frances Helm. Gene Lyons and
Dorothy Van Houten. The play is
! an amusing comedy ot mixed iden
tities and calls for handsome set
tings and modish costumes.
Already under contract for the
season are such guest stars as ZaSu
Pitts, who broke all attendance

SOUTH WARREN
Mr and Mrs. Leslie Copeland
have been recent callers at Mrs.
Hattie Teague’s Warren.
Mr and Mrs Aubrey Patterson
of Auburn were callers Saturday at
Mrs Grace Lermond's. Mrs. Ler
mond and Mrs. Patterson are cou
sins and this is their first meeting
in 40 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiihelm Hemes and
Mrs. Gertrude Parsons of Lynn.
Mass., have been recent guests at
the Bucklin-Delano home. On their
return Sunday they were accom
panied by Mrs Lucretia McNeil of
Newourport who has been the guest
of the lamily for two weeks.
Ernest Richardson has returned
from Knox Hospital where he has
been for several weeks following an
auto accident.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Beal and son
John and daughter Sandra were

records last Summer and who will
be the guest star the week of July
4 in her Broadway hit, " Ramshackle
Inn." Among the others will 'be
Kay Francis and Edward Everett
j Horton.

house oil Friendship street.
Clifford Leigher, Augusta, passed
1 the week-end in town.
Mrs. Herman Castner, who has
been employed in Gardinei, has re
turned home.

ROCKLAND
WEDNESDAY

JUNE
SOUTH

AUS.

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

1.30—6.30—8.00

<IR.

11th

CHAMBER

OF

Photo by Cullen
State Master Lewis Guptill presents the keys to the newlv dedicated
hall to Master Earle Maxey of Weymouth Grange in ceremonies Monday
night.

Weymouth Grange cf Thomaston
formally opened its new hall on
Beechwood street. Monday night at
ceremonies attended by high State
Grange offleers and many visitors
from every Grange in the area
About 200 saw State Grange Mas
ter Lewis Guptill of Augusta, pre
sent the keys to Earle Maxey, mas
ter of Weymouth It was the cli
max of seven years of hard work
by the 13-year-old Thomaston;
Grange
They have their new
structure paid for except for *132
Other State leaders present were
Lottie York. State lecturer; Nellie
week-end guests at Walter Leavitt’s of Marblehead.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Linekin and
daughter Inez of Worcester have
been recent callers in town.

PLEASANT POINT
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Young and
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Bubier and
son John, of South Portland, spent
the week-end with Mr and Mrs.
Leslie Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Johnson of
Cape Cod. Mass, are spending a
few weeks at their cottage.
Mr. and Mrs Morris Haag of
North Wales. Penn., spent a week
at their cottage recently.
Mrs. Gertrude Sukeforth of Rock
land is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wal
ter Young.
Mrs. Susie Davis is guest of Mrs.
Alice Davis for a few days in West
Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Comstock
returned to West Mediford. Mass..
Monday after spending the week
end here.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Mann and
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Flinchbaugh
sipent the holidays at their cottages
here.
Francis Torrey of Springfield
was a recent overnight guest of Mr
and Mrs. Everett Davis.

TODAY

WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00

FIVE ACADEMY
AWARD WINNERS!

TOD A Y - W'E 1)7tH I' R S ~
JUNE 3-4-5
James Stewart, Arthur Kennedy.
Julia Adams. Rock Hudson
"BEND OF THE RIVER"
In Technicolor
~ FRIDAY AND SATURDAY~

“STREETCAR NAMED
DESIRE”

Double E'eature
Robert Cummings. Barbara Hale
in
"THE FIRST TIME”
also

W

"LEADVILLE GUNSLINGER”

C

Next
Sunday-Monday,
June
8-9: “Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs”.

RISTIANI

— 13 ARTISTS —

SPECIAL GAMES

SAT.-JUNE 7

CIRCUS

I

DRILLERS SINCE 1912

Islesbora

TeL

Dark

Hbr

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY ONLY!
EXCITING ACTION FILLED TWIN HITS!
HIT NO. 1

HIT NO. 2

SHE-nmu

Leigh. Marlon Brando
Kim Hunter

Vivien

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
JUNE 5-6
Guess what happens when a
SlOC-a-month cowhand hits fame
and fortune in Hollywood'. See:

“CALLAWAY WENT
THATAWAY”
Starling Fred MacMurray,
Dorothy McGuire, Howard Keel

NEWS

CARTOON

SHORTS

DRIVE-IN
PLUS 2nd HIT

<W/FZ
NOW SHOWING:

150 CIRCUS ARTISTS
FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

Kay Starr

-When You’re
recwwQt.oR _
Smiling”
* TRI^^aTTjrday

Seven Dwarfs

Wn

THE HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS"

TODAY—Esther Williams

with
Thomas Gome?. Dorothy Dandridge, Bill Brown
ON THE SAME PROGRAM
Jerome Courtland. Beverly Tyler. Joseph Calleia

“SKIRTS AHOY”
In Technicolor

Color by Technicolor!!

Knox©,

STORE,

I

'gznjzrarz/gBBBOTBBOTF

1

J Francis Whito and Joy

N

Houdi present

I

"OUTLAW WOMEN*

I

MARIE WIWSflii'.'RICHARD RMU

I

MRU BAIIKBA • JACKIE COOMX

I

AlUKHIXOK.yiaia FONTAINE

A

ION ORAOOND PrUuOMa

starring

ZACHARY SCOn
MwtBMny-Kay KmMI

"THE PALOMINO"

TWICE D*ILY2HP.M.CO.°.RV^"|

444 MAIN STREET

Bob Crosby

* WHtte ™

EVERY MORNING AT 11 A. M.—BIGGEST,
RICHEST STREET PARADE EVER SEEM

DRUG

'

Jerome Courtland

OF WATfRFROOF
TENTS—All NEW

$1,700,000 INVESTED
$7,400 DAILY EXPENSES

LLOYDS

TUES. through THURS.
Frankie Laine
Lola Albright

WALT DISNEY*

AU TICKETS PLUS TAX

67*68

ARTESIAN WELLS
LEWIS HERBERT & SON

ROC KLA N D

ADULTS $1 • CHILDREN SOc

DANCING 9 to 1.00
ADM. 75e P. T.

The People's Methodist Church
of Union will observe Spiritual Life
Week starting Sunday June 15.
The observance wall begin with the
local observance of Methodist Stu
dent Day. ihe children of tl.-j|
Church School will present a pro
gram starting at 1030 a. m. This
will be followed by a morning wor
ship service during which the Meth
odist Youth Fellowship wall pre
sent a dramatiz- tion entitled: "A
Family Crisis.” The dramatization
will take the place of the regular
sermon by the pastor.
Throughout the week a program
of visitation will be carried on to
bring inactive members back into
an active relationship with the
church This effort is being made
in order to bring a new under
standing of tlie Christian faith and
its importance to world events to
all members of the church. An add-^
Itional reason, though secondary,
lies in the fact that by legislation
of the General Conference in San
Francisco last month only active
members will be considered as
members of the church.
Our nation and the world needs
the Christian faith to bring about
proper living conditions for the
millions who are going hungry and
cold while others have more of the
. good things of life than they know
what to do with Tilt Christian is a
follower and brother of Jesus
Chris: who gave that others might
be saved—we are the others He
died to save.
The true Christian will serve God
and man to create the Kingdom of
God and real brotherhood among
men and nations To this end Spi
ritual Life Week is being observed
by the Methodists of Union
Rev. John A Baxter, Pastor.

COMBI NED

250 WILD ANIMALS

His Orchestra

Minimum Prize $2.50

Will Be Observed By Union
Methodists Starting
June 15

That Produced

Alan "Rocky" I.ane in

AN D

/zLife Week"

JUNE 3-4
Don't Miss This Movie

JUNE 6-7

Fernald Warren

Fernald Warren, 48. a lifelong
resident of Lincolnville, died May
25 in a Hospital, in Philadelphia,
Penn. He was born in Lincolnville,
July 5, 1903. son of Ralph and Hat
tie Fernald Warren. He is survived
by his widow, Agnes MacLiter War
ren. a sm: Douglas of Lincolnville,
two daughters. Carol Lee and Ju
dith Anne, four sisters. Mrs A. R.
Temus Tibbetts. Kittery, Mrs. Wal
ter Womelsdorf, Philadelphia. Mrs.
Arne Knight. Lincolnville and Mrs.
Royce Thurlow. Lincolnville. Fu
neral services were held Saturday
from the Gilbert C Laite Funeral
Home. The Rev F J. Loungway
officiated. Interment was in the
Youngstown cemetery

AND WI DAT SDAY

WALDO THEATRE

HANSON
15 —ELEPHANTS—15
His Trumpet and 6OO-PEOPLE —600

Every Tuesday Night

' versary. Mr. and Mrs Wendell
' Emery of Rockland and Teresa
Drinkwater were also guests.
Philip Crabtree was at the Vet
erans' Hospital at Togus recently
for a check-up.
Mrs. Esther McFarland and son
Roscoe of Camden called on Mr.
and Mrs Ralph Robbins Thursday
night.
South Hope school joined the
Hope Corner school for a Field Day
at Hope Thursday
Mrs. Louise Gerow and daughter
of Waterville called on Mrs. Edith
Willis Thursday
Miss Nina Titus has returned for
the Summer.
Mrs. Emma Norwood of Warren
and Miss Marguerite Milliken of
Portland were visitors Saturday
of Mrs. Laura Hastings and Mrs.
Velma Hastings.
Wilbur Baird of Hartford. Conn.,
was at home for the holiday and
week-end.
Visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Larkin
Thorndike from Friday until Sun
day were her brother and sisterin-law. Mr. and Mrs Louis Web
ster. of Somerville Mass. Satur
day, visitors for the day were Mrs.
Annie Webster of Cooper's Mills,
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Webster and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lafean i Betty
Webster) of Cape Elizabeth.

COMMERCE

INCLUDING A GIRAFFE * HIPFOFOTAMUS

GAME PARTY

Haskell, State secretary: Raynor
Crossman. State gatekeeper; and
Charles White, State treasurer.
It was al-o the 46th wedding an
niversary of Mrs. Lottie York and
her husband and Weymouth pre
sented her with a corsage and Mr
York with a boutonniere.
The Thomaston High School band
furnished the music and an enter
tainment followed the ceremonies
The new hall was opened last
July 4 for the first time and since
then the group has held regular
suppers and dances to help pay for
the building

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel R Yates.
Washington street had as guests
Memorial Day their brother Joseph
W Hahn and nephew Ernest Young
of Warren.
Mr and Mrs Horace Colburn of
Newton, Mass,
were week-end
guests of Mr and Mrs. Fred Lin
coln.
The annual meeting and birth
day party of the Chestnut Street
Baptist Church Ladies Circle will
be held Wednesday, June 4 at 2 p
m . at the Church parlor. Refresh
ments will be served. All ladies of
the parish are invited.
Mr and Mrs. Andrew Revay of
Meridan, Conn., were week-end
guests of Mr. and Mrs Chester
Leonard.
Mr. and Mrs. William Holmberg
of New York City are guests of Mr
and Mrs. John Holmberg.
The Chadavae Club of the Chest lut Street Baptist Church will hold
its annual banquet at Beach Inn,
on Wednesday evening. All mem
bers are asked to meet at the church
at 630 Following the banquet the
members will return to the church
parlor for their annual business
meeting and election of officers
All are asked to bring white ele
phants for the Summer sale.
Mr and Mrs. Stanley MacLeod
of Cambridge, Mass, were week
end guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs George H. Thomas.
Mrs. Rollo Gardiner left Sunday
for a weeks vacation with Lieut,
and Mrs. Ernest Whitney and fam
ily in Long Beach, N. J.
Freeman Herrick Camp and Aux
iliary will meet at the Legion Hall,
Wednesday lor the last meeting of
the season. Supper will be served
at 6 o’clock.
Mi" and Mrs. John Felton, Jr.,
and family of East Hartford, Conn.,
were holiday guests of their par
ents, Mr and Mrs John Felton,
Sr., and Mr and Mrs. Leland NickJ erson.
The Camden High School Alumni
banquet will be held Wednesday
June 11, at the new gym, at 6.30 p.
b All who are planning to attend
are urged to make their reserva
tions early by securing tickets from
Douglas Kelley at Achorn's store
or any member of the committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brown.
Mrs. Myrtle Brown and Mrs. Rollo
Gardiner recently motored to Bris
tol where they were guests of Mr.
and Mrs Clifton Redonnett.
Miss Blanche Bryant who is em
ployed in Watertown. Mass., was
week-end guest of her parents Mr
and Mrs. W. S. Bryant.
Mrs. Eugene Shaw and son John,
and Mrs. Harry Clark have re
turned home after having been
guests of Rev. and Mrs. Chauncey
Stuart of Kennebunk.
Mrs.
Barbara Tarantine of
Bridgeport. Conn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Alan Johnson and son Dwight
of Medford; Mass., were holiday

SOUTH HOPE
It's a wise man who learns early
Mrs. Gertrude Monkhouse enter in life that his better half is al
tained at a steak supper last Wed ways better than half right.
nesday night, honoring Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Drinkwater of Spruce
Head on their third wedding anniCamden Theatre

SCHOOL CIRCUS GROUNDS

12 ACRES

JIMMIE

gjagFZianazrajzjzjziararajarerajaj

Two Cents * Card.
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
NO. 37
Thomaston Nat’l Bank Building
1-T-tf

Kev'. Robert. Dann

Robert Dann, a nationally known
baritone will appear in a program
of sacred songs and testimony
Thursday night at 7.30 at the
Rockport Baptist Church Mr Dann
has presented concerts in this area
’ before and his splendid voice and
fine religious personality has been
received exceedingly well.
Although trained for the heavier
type of music, Mr Dann does not
present the sacred songs in a dra
matic style, but with marked sim
plicity thereby emphasizing the
messages of the songs He comes
highly recommended for his fine
spiritual programs which include
well-known hymns, spirituals and
other sacred songs He will preface
the program with a brief talk oil
his experiences. An invitation is
extended
to all regardless
of
church affiliation, to attend the
service A free-will offering wil! be
received.

CAMDEN
MRS KENNETH H’.iRRICK
Correspondent
TEL 2197

NORTH SEARSMONT
Mr and Mrs Clarence Hyde of
Boston were week-end guests of Mr
end Mrs. Milton Blake.
Dr and Mrs. Ernest Granger and
family of New York are at their
Lake cottage for a few days. Mrs.
Grangers father. Mr Knibbs. is
with the family party.
Mr and Mrs Harold Hoak are at
the Hoak homestead for a few days
and Lester Hoak of Skowhegan was
a Sunday guest of the Hoaks.
Mr. and Mrs Hoak will return to
their home in Melrose late Sunday
Guests at the Maddocks home
included Miss Christine Norwood
of Winchester. Mass.. Mr and Mrs.
Earle Bickmore and family of Kit
tery. and Philip Maddocks of Wor
cester, Mass.
Mr and Mrs Richard Greer of
Bloomfield, Conn., are visiting at
the home of Richard Merriam.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Simondinger
of Boston were callers at the Mer
riam home recently Mrs. Simon
dinger is a niece of Mr. Merriam,
also of Mrs. Elinda Gray who is
living at the Merriam home.

THE 8/G OHS AH8 WHT
THESE FACTS G FIGURES
OAKLAND PARK TEU THE ACTUM STORT

CLAYT BITLER

WEYMOUTH GRANGE HALL DEDICATED

guests of their mother. Mrs. Emily
Johnson.

MAINES

jri

,1 4 -

MOST MODERN
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COMPLETE SHOWS AT: 2.00—6.30—8.00
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Social Matters
Mrs. Luke Davis of Framing
ham. Mass., and Miss Florence Hy
ler of Portland were holiday week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wal
ter Dimick.

Mr and Mrs. Donald Farrand had
as holiday week-end guests their
daughter and son-in-law Mr. and
Mrs Richard B Young of Newton,
Mass.

An Engagement

A KNOX COUNTY OUTPOST

Betrothed

Maine Federation To Hold
60th Annual Convention
At Belgrade Lakes

The Story Of Matinicus Is Told By Hazel

Fred M. Knight who is employed
in Amsterdam, N Y, spent the
Mr and Mrs. Robert Adams of holiday week-end at his home on
Malden, formerly of Rockland, were Grace street.
holiday visitors in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester O Fischer
Opportunity Class of the First of Longmeadow, Mass , were week
Baptist Church meets Thursday end guests of Mrs. F. M. Faber,
night with Miss Blanche Sylvester Owl's Head.
62 North Main street.
1 Capt. Bernard Freeman and fam
Miss Marion Healey who has ily of Orange Vt., spent the holiday
been acting as public librarian in week-end with his mother, Mrs.
Rumford the past year, arrived in i Rose Freeman, Grove street.
the city yesterday and will make
her home with her uncle. Frank A. ' John C. Sansom has returned
Winslow at 10 Claremont street.
home from Knox Hospital after be

Young's Talented Pen

Years ago fishermen and their scalped. His wife and four small
families along the Maine coast ate children were taken captives. A
periwinkles—“wrinkles" they called bronze tablet not far from the Poat
them. Old Uncle Jim Condon who Office marks the spot where his
Mrs Sidney Radcliffe, Jr., and
raised a large family on Matinicus log house stood.
daughter Caroline, returned Sunday
Island always asked ? blessing be
John Crie was another early set
from a few days in Lexington,
fore tneals. Sometimes it ran like tler. He came to Matinicus by way
Mass, as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
this:
of the Revolution—but, alas, from
Fred Shaw, returning home Sunday
"Dear Lord—divide this food the British side! When a lad of
with Mr. Radcliffe and Walter Di
around amongst os—give Alden his 16, John was walking along the
mick, Jr.
share—give Bill his share—don’t streets of Glasgow. Suddenly he
give Seth any. he is so etarnal lazy, was seized by soldiers and. the first
Dr. and Mrs. Frank L. Magune
he don’t desarve any. For Christ’s thing he knew, he was in the Brit
of Worcester, Mass, and their
ing a surgical patient the past two
sake, Amen—Jimmy, git out of ish Army. For nearly five years
Browne Club of the First Bapgrandson Richard Grant Magune
young Crie was stationed at Fort
weeks
them ’ere wrinkles.”
Virginia White
of Panama Canal Zone, spent the , tist Church will meet in the vestry
George, now Castine, Maine. In
Today
several
generations
later,
Norma Dean
holiday week-end with Mrs. Robert Thursday night with Miss Thelma
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Smith and
Mrs. I#e Andrews of Tenant's folks on Matinicus no longer eat 1783 he was honorably discharged
Blaisdell Magune of 186 North Main Russell and Miss Anna Webster as daughter, and Mrs. Harry Smith of Harbor and Brunswick announces "wrinkles” but in plenty of ways He stayed in America, and married
Mr. and Mrs Harold A. Dean.
street, also visited Mrs. Magune's j hostesses.
Bath have been the guests of Ab the forthcoming marriage of her the island is unchanged. The same Mary Hall, the daughter of Eben 441 Old County Road, Rockland,
uncle and wife, Dr. and Mrs H L.
ezer Hall, Junior. Here John Crie announce the engagement of their
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence G. Snow ram Sansom of Belfast, Enroute daughter, Virginia Eileen White to family names persist—Young. Ames,
Richards.
home
they
were
guests
of
Mr.
and
and Philbrook. Vestiges of the old lived for the rest of his days. Now daughter, Norma E telle, to Lloyd
J of Revere, Mass., were week-end
John Laurence Folsom. The bridehe lies in the little graveyard near A Richards of Camden, son of Mr.
ways of speech linger on. If a
1 guests of Mrs. Margaret Rackliffe, Mrs. William Sonsom, Mrs. Edmond
Mr and Mrs Ralph Choate are
the center of the island with a gray and Mrs. Raymond A Richards.
elect
is
a
graduate
of
St.
George
Sansom
and
John
Sansom
and
his
fisherman
hopes
for
fair
weather,
j Berkeley street.
spending a few days in Hartford,
Miss Dean is graduating this
sister, Sarah Sansom of Rockland. High School, Tenant’s Harbor and he listens for the “rote at the west slate stone to mark his resting
month from Rockland High School
Conn., the guest of their daughter
Prof, and Mrs E A Johnson, Jr.,
attended Ballard’s Business College ’ard." His wife takes the "orts" i place.
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Al and sons Peter and Ricky of Am
In politics, Matinicus is predom and is employed at Day's Jewelry
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Sullivan, son Rockland, and is currently photog out to the hens and the boy "boats'’
fred Kiskila and their new grand herst, Mass., are spending a few Bruce and daughter, Sharon of rapher-manager of Albee Studi06, himself across the harbor in his inantly Republican. The politicians Store.
Mr Richards attended Rockland
gather in "Lin" Young’s boat shop
daughter.
' days with Mrs. F. M Faber, Owl's Middletown, Conn., came Friday to Washington, D. C.
peapod.
High School and is employed at
and
“
touch
up
”
the
Administration
spend the holiday week-end with i Mr. Folsom, better known as Jack
j Head.
Matinicus lies 20 miles straight
Minnie Shepherd of Portland and
Mr. Sullivan’s mother, Mrs Ernest Laurence, is a native of Miami, out to sea from Rockland. A in Washington. When Margaret Silsby’s Flower Shop.
Rockport is the guest of Elizabeth 1 Mary Berry S. A. who is attached M. Gray and Mrs. Sullivan’s par Fla., and is one of Washington’s staunch little 60-foot mailboat, the Chase Smith came up for election
Hahn. Camden street.
j to the Naval Training Station at ents, Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn Flanders. top radio-television and night club Mary A, carries you out. From the for United States Senator, they al
I Health Portal
I Newport, R. I., spent the holiday On their return Sunday they were artists.
water Rockland seems snugged lowed that: "Margaret was a good
Dr. and Mrs. Donald H. Brown with her mother. Mrs. Fila Berry, accompanied by Mr Sullivan's
Following the wedding in July the astern down along Penobscot Bay. girl—and worked hard down to
grandmother, Mrs Lizzie Maguire, couple will reside in Washington. Back of it rise the Camden hills Washington." She got every vote
are enjoying a bit of unusual vaca ' Ingraham Hill
on the island.
tion tripping. According to their ! Mr and Mrs Walter J. Wads- who will visit them for a few weeks, 1
On a "pretty” day as you chug
annual custom they sought to hire
across the harbor on the Mary A . | They tell the story that once
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Ulmer
a small power cruiser, but were un worth and daughter Lynn of
B HSHB
the scores of windows in the huge | when F. D. R. was cruising along
able to obtain such a craft. In his Schenectady, N. Y., were holiday of Belmont, Mass . were week-end
Samoset Hotel blink in tlie early I the Maine coast, his boat put in to
a obb a
travels the doctor heard about a week-end guests of her parents,, guests of his sister and brother-in- Gaining 4000 Numbers a morning sunlight- You pass Owl's Rockland. An island boy was over
newly built 31 foot boat to be Mr. and Mrs. Cheever Ames, Or law, Chief Bos’n and Mrs Alton
on
the
"main"
at
the
time.
When
Month—Claims Paid and Head Light, dazzling white against
sailed from the builder’s plant on ange street and his parents, Mr. Brown, Wiley’s Corner. The visit
the green of the spruces, with the j he got back home, a neighbor said,
Provided For $196,508
was
made
to
attend
the
opening
of
Mount Desert Island to a Rhode and Mrs George Hamlin, Main
carmine red of the chimneys mak "You must have seen the President,
Mrs Brown’s tea room on Memo
a. Island port. That was enough. The street.
More than 47,000 Maine citizens ing it one of the most photogenic didn't you. Bill?” "Well,” drawled
■L
rial Day. which she now has in have bought Blue Shield ‘surgical
Browns are making a trip as of
lighthouses along the coast. Out the young man, "I was down near
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sudds and ! connection with her gift shop.
naw with an assistant from Bar
and obstetrical insurance since it to the open sea past Monroe’s there working on my boat. There
Mrs. Elrva Stuart of Portland were
was first offered a year ago. Asso
Harbor.
seemed to be a lot of noise and
The Auxiliary to Canton Lafay ciated Hospital Sendee officials Island and the mouth cf the fuss but I didn’t look up!"
holiday
weekend
guests
of
ette will meet Wednesday night. Monday announced that an average Muscile Ridge Channel—and soon
Miss Helen F Horton and Mrs. Charles Harvey, Ingraham Hill.
Today, life is pleasant on Matini
Warren members in charge of the of 47.701 have insured themselves a low-lying shadow becomes land— cus. There is a large school, and
W W. Horton of Bristol, R I, and
I Matinicus.
Miss Miriam Dorman arrived supper. Members not solicited will , against doctor bills.
The Maine Hospital annua'
Mr. and Mrs. W. P Turbet of
The Mary A slips past the weed- dances and parties are held almost
Cambridge, Mass., were holiday home Saturday from Virginia hav furnish sweets.
Claims paid and provided for | ed end of the island, by Marky's every week. All the houses are oc meeting will be held at Belgrade
Lakes June 27 and 28. Sister Anweek-end guests of Capt. and Mrs. ing completed five years as director
amounted to >196.508 for the first
| beach, and around the breakwater cupied and a new one ls being built nunciatia, R.N.. Administrator of
Dr. and Mrs. Frank L. Magune 12 months cf operation
of Religious Education in the PubGeorge Horton,'Cedar street.
by
a
Young,
the
sixth
generation
z
Mercy Hospital, Portland, will con
’ lie Schools, grade 4-7, with head and grandson Richard Magune of
Officials said Blue Shield mem ' into the harbor. Everywhere you of Youngs on the island.
duct the two-day program. A panel
A group of young people from the quarters at Fincastle. Enroute home Worcester, Mass., were guests of : bership has been growing at the j look there is color—from the deep
You can make the round trip
to discuss "Practical Nurses" wil1. be
First Baptist Church enjoyed a pic she spent Memorial Day with her Mrs Robert Magune over the rate of about 4060 a month. It ' preen of the spruce through the
' faded red of the Centennial Build- from Rockland to Matinicus in a held June 28. Saturday, 10 a. m.
week-end.
nic and outing at the home of Fred sister and brother-in-law, Mr. and
still has a long way to go however
day,
with
a
couple
of
hours
to
Dr. Hill will be moderator; Miss
Giles in Tenant's Harbor, Friday Mrs. Gerald Murphy at East Hart
to catch up with Blue Cross hospi I ing to the harsh yellow of Jim’s j
The Odds and Ends of the Con tal insurance enrollment of 279.794. 'new fish house. Lobster buoys of, spend on the island. Too short a Thorpe. New York; Mr Cates. Au
night. Following the supper on the ford, Conn.
gregational Church will hold its' A considerable group of Maine I every shape and shade hanging on time for most of us! But if you gusta; 'Sister Rosem, Cambridge,
shore, games of soft ball, badmin
are really an islander at heart, and Mass.; Sister Edmon; Mr Barrows.
Mrs. Dudley Harvey and daugh banquet Thursday night at Beach 1 doctors opposed many previsions ' the bait sheds—gulls wheeling
ton and croquet were played. The
Lincolnville Beach, at 7 o’clock of the Blue Shield plan before it overhead—dories bobbing at the can get along without movies, Portland; and Mrs. Gutoske. R.N,.
X evening closed with a sing. The ter Deborah of Boston and Miss Inn.
Members are asked to contact Miss was introduced. But naw approxi moorings, keeping watch while the fancy tea rooms, and gift shoppes, Rockland.
committee in charge was Carol El Marion Harvey of Braintree. Mass.,
then the thing to do is to write j
Mary Wasgatt for reservation and i mately 75 percent of thc State's ac ' powerboats are out to haul.
—KCOH—
well, Robert Crie and Richard Von spent the holiday week-end with
The program for the Coastal Re
Unlike those of many Maine the Postmaster, Matinicus. Maine
Emma
Harvey, Berkeley transportation.
tive doctors are participating phy
Dohlen. Others
attending were Mrs.
coastal islands, the settlement on 1 (enclosing a stamped envelope for ■ gional meeting, Wednesday, at
Mildred Copeland, Betty William street.
A vacation of two weeks will be sicians. There are 485 M D.’s and
Matinicus wanders far away from , reply). He might be able to find Cheechoka Inn, Damariscotta, will
son, Evelyn Philbrook, Lucille Sew
greatly enjoyed by Mrs K H Cur 129 osteopaths in the plan.
Percy
E.
Hill
who
is
having
two
the harbor—at least as far as it you a boarding place. Matinicus I be on “Nursing." Miss Phyllis
Appendectomies
were
the
most
all, Fanny Copeland, Grace Phil
tis of Ash Point, pastor of Grace 1
'
can
within the confines of slightly women a» good cooks and you Caswell and Mrs. Margaret Gu
weeks
vacation
from
his
duties
at
“
popular"
surgical
procedure,
with
brook, Sherrill Harding. Sylvia and
Church of Rockland, as she goewould get plenty of lobster and j toske will b“ the speakers. Dinner
Elaine Harjula, Leona Grindle, A. C. McLoon left today with Mrs. to attend the annual convention of S17.0S8 paid to doctors performing over 700 acres. From the north end ; fresh blueberry pie!
at 6 p. m. wall precede the business
Hill
to
viSit
relatives
in
East
Wey

them.
almost
to
Southern
Point,
the
road
Betty Richardson, Polly Keizer, Al
the Pentecostal Church in Balti
—By Hazel Young in the Ford meeting. Merrill Tolman of Bel
mouth
and
Brockton,
Mass.
runs
straight
through
the
center
’
berta Sprague,
Charlotte Cook,
more, Md., where she will be one
fast. will preside.
Mrs. Ethyl
of the island. As you walk down j Times
LOUDVILLE
of the speakers. In Boston she will !
Beverly Falla of Tenants Harbor,
Morse of Damariscotta, will be hos
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Caddy
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stephen
P
Carter
this
road,
or
ride
its
rutty
length
Arnold Wright, Walter Hill, Ed
be met by friends, who will make
CHARLES M. LAWRY
tess and Mrs. Camilla Donlan, will
and daughters Lois and Linda of
ward Baxter, Ronald Marsh and
the trip, also to attend the conven- { and children Stephen F. and Jen in one of the ancient cars, you pass
Charles M. Lawry of Thomaston, record the minutes.
Bolton, Conn., arrived Thursday to
nie
Lee
spent
last
week-end
with
prosperous
looking
houses
set
in
Roy Hutchins of Wiley's Corner.
tion. Rev. L. Austin of Dixmont ,
whose former home was in this
-KCGH—
spend the holiday week-end with
has been supplying. Mrs. Curtis the Bertrand Collamores at Round fields gay with buttercups, daisies city, died Saturday in Portland, fol
Mrs. Shirley Phelps was dis
’ her mother, Mrs. Marion Lindsey,
and wild roses against a back
expects to be back at her services Pond.
lowing a brief but acute illness charged from the hospital Sunday.
Water street. Mrs. Lindsey enter
Miss Vera Dexter and grand ground of green spruce trees. The
Sunday. June 8.
May 25. returning to work on Mon
tained at a dinner party Saturday,
i niece Linda of Woolwich were air is clear and salty and. in late Funeral services will be held Wed
nesday at 2 p. m., in the Federated day.
the
Caddys,
Mrs.
Dudley
Harvey
guests last week-end of Mrs. Ruth June, fragrant with the scent of ,
PC PKG MAKES Ae
—KCGH—
ORFF’S CORNER
Church, Thomaston, Rev. H. F.
and daughter Deborah of Boston,
Mains.
wild strawberries. You can hear, Leach officiating. Friends may
Mrs. Hazel Allenwood. R.N., Cen
PITCHER
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Meyer
and
Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Dale Lindsey
Last Sunday, Mr. and Mrs the muted sound of the waves
FULL! ,
tral Supply Nurse, returned to work.
and son Bruce and Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Meyer are Robert Winchenbach ar.d children against the shore and oft in the meantime view the remains at the Friday. May 30. after being out on
^Y.t.SAV£/
spending
a
few
days
at
their
home
Russell
Funeral
Home
on
Clare

Kenneth, Barbara, Ronald and Dale distance the clang °f the bell buoy i
Floyd Watts of Rockland.
sick leave for several days.
here.
mont street. Rockland. Burial will
of Waldoboro, were guests of the to the westward.
—KCGH—
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Harriman Cecil Priors.
be in the Village cemetery, Thom
Tonian Circle of the Universalist
Mrs. Julia Shattuck, general duty
At
the
south
end.
the
white
Cape
Church will meet Wednesday night and two children of Greenwich,
Mrs. Helen L. Poland, Mrs. Annie Cod houses look across the water j aston.
nurse, was on duty Sunday. June
The deceased was bom May 1, 1, following her vacation.
j at the home of Mrs. Burton Flan- Conn, were Memorial Day callers Stryker and Lettie Prior attend
to
the
settlement
of
Criehaven
on
at the home of Mrs. Lida Creamer. ed the W.C.T.U. convention at
18£V3, in Thomaston, son of Milton
\ ders, Lincoln street.
—KCGH—
Ragged Island.
Over on Ten-| and Addie (Kaler) Lawry. For
Omah Achorn of Randolph has Waldoboro last Monday.
Admittances
pound Island yob can iust make some years he was employed as
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond W. Grin been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ce
James Strong. Thomaston; Mrs.
Mr. and Mis. Frank Day of
out the sheep as they graze on the chauffeur by Mrs. A. S. Littlefield, Nazera Nas'ar, Rockland; Mrs. Mar
dle of Medford, Mass, were holiday cil Ludwig for a few days.
Friendship spent a few’ days here
western
slope.
In
the
channel
bej
Mr. and Mrs. George Kimball with friends. While here they did
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
but in lecent years had been a de jorie W. Wallace. Waldoboro; Mrs.
'I
John L. Beaton, Oliver street. Mr. and Miss Lois Kimball of Rich work on their lot at the cemetery. tween the islands, an occasional liveryman for the Rockland Whole Everetta Compton. Rockland; Her
seal swims lazily around, lifting up j
7
Grindle has been in the employ of mond were Memorial Day guests of
sale Grocery Company. He was a bert. Flint. South Cushing; Mrs.
Mr.s. Ruth Mains is spending the
p p ’
the Eastern Steamship Co., for 40 Byron Ludwig and Mr and Mrs. long week-end at her Summer camp his head from time to time as if member of the Thomaston Lions Eleanor Patterson. Ro"kport; Mrs.
curious to see what is going on.
years and is now Port Steward for Raymond Hutchins.
Club and was an active official in Priscilla Eastman. Rockland; Mas
at Casco.
The early history of Matinicus Thomaston’s Fourth of July organ ter Arnold Arthur Adams. North
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Elwell and
Mrs. Annie Stryker has returned
the company in Boston. He was a
follows
the
pattern
of
many
of
the
|
Haven; Archie Thomprcn. Friend
former steward on the steamers son Steven were Augusta visitors on to her home at Glen Ridge, N. J.
ization.
Here's Your .
Saturday.
Mrs, Elizabeth Prior is visiting other settlements along the coast ! He was an ardent sportsman, ship: Ruth N. Dow. Rockland; Mary
running out of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Long of her mother, Mrs. John Anderson at The Norsemen probably touched its particularly fond of candlepin bowl Z Singer. Tenant's Harbor: Mrs.
shore—who really knows?—various : ing; at which he continued to dis Marjorie Cock. Tenant’s Harbor;
B. D. Degree
Rockland were Sunday callers at Port Clyde.
SMORGASBORD
Mrs. Lida Creamer’s.
Robert Winchenbach of Waldo fishing stands w^m located here I play remarkable skill in his ad Roberta Ar.n St.Clair. Owl's Head:
Here’s the degree you
Mrs. Olive Watling. Rockland; MasMrs. Clyde Borneman and Mrs. boro is doing some carpenter work and the Indians visited it, hunting vancing years.
Community Hall, Appleton Chester
have been waiting for—A
sea birds and egg® f°r food. It | The Courier-Gazette in record
Miller were Rockland vis for Cecil Prior.
MONDAY, JUNE 9
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Gifford and wasn’t until the middle of the ing these simple obituary lines ac Wiliey of Newport. N. H.. a daugh
Best Dressed degree.
itors on Tuesday.
sons
Albert and Leslie Sheffield of eighteenth century, however, that; knowledges his frequent contribu ter, Mabel Spooner. Rockland, a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Elwell
and
Especially so for young
Benefit Grange Repair Fund
Miss Elizabeth Elwell were callers Readdlle, Mass. are at tiheir Sum there was a permanent white set- ; tions to this newspaper over a long brother. Homer Fairbanks of Cor
5
to
8
P.
M.
Tickets
$1.00
men who wear our Gradu
tier, Ebenezer HaU- With his wife period of years. His loyal friend nish, N H„ two granddaughters,
in Tenant's Harbor on Thursday. mer home here for a few day6.
For Reservations Telephone
ation Clothes.
Smartly
Mr. and Mrs. Richarl Everett of son, and four small children, Hall ship will long be remembered by his five grandsons and seven great
Mrs. Eleanor Kennedy and Miss
W. Appleton 3-14 or Union 7-22
tailored
and
designed,
Joyce Ludwig were Rockland visi Stamford. Conn., are at their cot came to this lonely island to make associates, to whom his untimely grandchildren.
67*69
tage here for the week-end.
his home. From the very first he death brings lasting sorrow.
Burial was in Seaview cemetery.
tors on Thursday.
you’ll look like a million.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Ellsworth and seems to have been a fractious inMr.
Lawry
is
survived
by
his
wife,
$26.50 to $47.50
children Barbara. Constance and dividual, who liked to have his own
two sons, Milton and Richard Law
Especially
interesting
James and Dariel Ellsworth of way and insisted on burning over
ry of Rockland; a daughter, Mrs.
Portland
are
at
their
cottage
here
TURN
the outlying islands to improve the Alice Freeman of RockJand and an
are our
for a few days.
TO THE
forage for his sheep. The Indians aunt, Mrs. Annie Miller. Waldoboro.
White Formal Coats at
The Sewing Circle met on Friday objected strenuously but Ebenezer |
YELLOW PAGES
$25.00
with Rev. Gertrude Anderson at went right ahead. In an interest- |
( ARR IF. S. PAGE
TO FIND
the church.
ing document on file in the Massa
Black Trousers at
Funeral services for Carrie 'S.
WHATEVER
chusetts Archives, the Indians ap- J Page were held Monday from Bur
$12.95
YOU WANT
pealed to the Governor of the; pee Funeral Home. Rev. J. Charles
HAVE YOUR
Our Rental Department
QUICKLY—
Province, but to no avail. Finally MacDonald officiating.
►
EASILY!
can supply White Formal
/
1
in 1757 when Ebenezer Junior—for
Mrs. Page was born in Hyde
Coats and Tuxedo Suits
tunately for his numerous descend Park, Vt., 74 years ago, daughter
SHORT CUT
USt THE
ants—was away on the mainland,: of Ervine and Christina Miller
at a very reasonable cost.
To a Smart Summer
CLASSIFIED
t
the
Indians
came
to
the
island
and
Fairbanks,
and
had
been
a
resi

Installed
Feel cool, look charming on
They’ll walk away with
after a skirmish that lasted for j dent of Rockland for the past sev
What can be more unpleas
the hottest day with one of our
TELEPHONE
by
the honors in any class.
ant than long, overgrown hair
several days, Ebenezer Senior was en years.
skillfully styled short hairdos.
^DIRECTORY
during the hot Summer season.
Call us for an appointment
killed, and, so the story runs,
She is survived by a son, Ernest
Burpee

Blue Shield Growth

today.

y'v

Permanents, $5. to $15.
GILBERT'S

/<

V7
V '

BEAUTY SALON

,*l
ROCKIHND
Mqirf

Women To Meet

The 60th annual convention of
the Maine Federation of Women’s
Clubs will be held at the Belgrade
Hotel,
Belgrade
Lakes.
June
17-16-.'9.

The convention will convene
Tuesday afternoon, June 17 at 2
o’clock in the Belgrade Ballroom
Reports of officers and chairmen
of special and standing committees
will toe heard, and movies on Wild
life and Natural Beauties of Maine
are planned for this session.
At the banquet session Tuesday
night. Mrs W. D. Spartoorg, repre
sentative to the United Nations,
and general Federation Chairman of
the U N. will be the speaker.
Wednesday morning at 9.30 will
be heard reports of the depart
ments. and district directors will
be interviewed. Wednesday after
noon from 4.15-5 chairmen will hold
program clinics
Wednesday noon a memorial serv
ice will be held for members who
have died during the year
Wednesday night Gov. and Mrs.
Payne will be guests at the Maine
dinner and Gov. Payne will speak
concerning the future development
and prospective industrial situation
ln our State
Thursday at the luncheon Dt.
Kenneth McFarland, educator and
lecturer of Topeka, Kan., will be
the speaker He is Educational
Consultant to General Motors and
guest lecturer for Readers’ Digest.
All Federated cluib yomen are
invited to attend these sessions.
For further information please con
tact Mrs David S Beach.

A Flower Show
To Be Given By Pupils Of
the Tyler School Next
Saturday
Saturday June 7, a flower show is
to be staged by the pupils at The
Tyler School, from 2 to 4 p. m.
parents, friends and members of
Garden Cluhs are invited.
Under the direction of Mrs.
Smithwick, one of the teachers at
the Tyler Building, who has stud
ied at Maine Audubon Camp, the
show will have a few classes to be
judged.
Class 1. Dish Gardens; class 2,
berry baskets to be decorated as
May baskets, flowers not to be over
10 Inches high; class 3, cut flow
ers in any container; class 4. dolls
tea tables.
Member of the working commit
tee are. Donald Chase. Edward Gerrish, John Stratton, William Gatchell, John Daly, Charles Little,
Dana Winchenbach and Bruce Fi
field. The planning committee has
Brenda Lewis, Patricia Gac. Pam
ela Harrington, Penelope Kaler.
Carleen Worcester, Alice Oole, Rob
ert Murgita and David Graves.
This is an excellent project and
all who are interested are urged to
attend.

ter Gerald Carver, Union; Mrs. L
Marie Bond. Jefferson; Leon Clem
ent Cushing, Sr., Freeport; Mrs.
Eva Gay Hellier. Rockland; Barbara
Ann McLeod. Rockland; Mrs. Annie
Lizzie Penttilo. Thomaston; Mra.
Aimee Karl Blood. RockJand; Jasper
Rawley,'Rockland; Mrs. Edith Stin
nett, Rockport; Mrs Jane B.
Murphy, Friendship.
—KCGH—

Discharges

Mrs. Minnie E. Vasso. Rockland;
Mrs. Ruth B Griffin, Thomaston;
Mrs. Joanne Perry. Camden; Mrs.
Edna Williams, Thomaston; Mrs.
Virginia Perry, Rockland; Mrs.
Alice M. Gray, Rockland; Mrs Ma
rion L Blake, Rockland; Mrs Alta
Hanley, Rockland; Master James
Strong, Thomaston; Master Ster
ling Proctor, Rockland; Mrs. Edna
M Brann, Rockland; Mrs. Everetta
Compton, Rockland; LaPorest I.
Mank, Waldoboro; Glenn Tinker,
Rockland; George W. Wiggin,
Rockland; John Sansom, Rockland;
Mrs. Aimee Karl Blood, Rockland;
Leon Clement Cushing. Sr.. Free
port; Archie Thompson, Friendship;
Mrs. Marjorie W. Wallace. Waldo
boro; Ernest Richardson, Jr.. South
Warren; Jasper Rawley. Rockland;
Master Arnold Arthur Adame, North
Haven: Mrs Priscilla Eastman,
Rockland; Mrs. Nazera Nassar,
Rock’and: Mrs. Leola Smith, Vinal
haven : Miss Jeanette Lizabeth
Long, St. George.

Amateur race-track gamblers ai
very often known by the shirl
they are not wearing.

SENTER-CBAIE’S
In the Toilet Goods Dept
THIS COUPON and 29c
(Plus lc tax)

ENTITLES YOU TO

A

DOLLAR BOTTLE OP

Le Loup's
French

Drop in at our friendly shop
and have a cool trim. Expert
service awaits you at

Furniture

KNIGHT'S

361 Main SL

STARTS NEXT MONDAY

Perfumes

Rockland,

7 WEEKS—LOW COST—ENROLL NOW

• Various Fragrances
FOR A LIMITED TIME
BEGINNING THURSDAY

Co.

BARBER SHOP

Helen Oidis Knight, Prop.
Roger Knight, Prop.
TEL. 142
ROCKLAND
J75 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND 477 MAIN ST.

Maine
.

TEL, 1529

yen®'*

SUMMER SCHOOL

ROCKLAND SCHOOL OF COMMERCE

TELEPHONE 148

2*5 MAIN STREET
67*69

The
>c« £«(u«o Telephone <
Company

I

Pipe Eight
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and final account filed by Lola M. Shields, Trustees; Edward T. Has Young late of Washington, deceased ceased, first and final account filed
I Swears, Guardian: Phillis J. Brown. kell, late of Owl's Head, deceased, Mllmlna A. Young of Washington by Jennie N. Griereon. administra
PROBATE COURT NEWS
trix. WiUiam F Sidensuparker, late
, late of North Haven, deceased, first first and final account filed by Jen named administratrix; Nelson W.
[This Is Not a Legal Advertisement]
of Warren, deceased, first and fi
I and final account filed by Elsie M nie Haskell. Executrix; Adelaide E. Fogerty, late ol Cushing, deceased, nal account filed by Bert J. Ben
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sitting inside can see what passes and see all that we missed on the
by: and for the swinging signs—a cruise m Norway and Sweden. As I view of the sea We had our meals
pair of huge eyes for an optician, a like planned trips. I had Thorolf at a very nice restaurant. It had
gilded boot for a shoe maker, and Thorgalsen. the cruise director ar tables in the garden facing the sea.
a steer's head for a butcher We range a trip for us.
The walls inside were painted with
So the "Kungsholm" sailed away lovely sea-scapes and ships.
noticed that the castles and
churches were built of brick in- to New York without us She is
Th re was a small harbor full of
stead of stone and the church certainly a very beautiful ship. yachts and a tiny lighthouse near
yards looked more like gardens She won first prize for excellence by
A huge fortress topped the
in construction and originality in hill, built in 1-604. It had Inner
than like cemeteries
Finally we came to Elsinore and design at the International Travel and outer moats, secret stairways,
Carl Bergsten the portcullis-gates, ready to fall, and
the Castle Kronborg If you re Exhibition.
member Act I. Scent 1, of Ham architect, assigned each room to a dark stone corridors pierced with
*
let," it says, ' A platform before different Swedish artist.
hole in the roof for boiling tar
the castle at Elisnore—Here young
Hence, with the best artists con There were rirgs for prisoners
Hamlet, the Prince of Denmark tributing their magnificent work,
Soldiers were chained to the walls
met his father's ghost.” We saw the "Kungsholm'' has become a in the old days so that they could
that and the brook where Ophelia real art exhibit. We noticed espe fight to the bloody end. Cannon
was drowned and a statue of Ham cially the sealskin panelling in the balls were heated red hot before
let and his "grave." You can see A-deck foyer—the library's pigskin they were shot at the wooden ships
where this
vast,
grey,
fog- walls and silver inlaid tables—the
There were cells where men
wreathed castle was designed by sycamore walls and African pear stayed for 20 years or so, and still
fate for the pen of Shakespeare
ceiling of the Main Longue with its lived. Those were the days! MarsIt looms up from the Baltic. Den alabaster skylight, the Gobelin stand is really a quaint, European
mark, at one time, charged all tapestry bv Bertil Damm, the gold watering place where people from
ships a toll that went by the castle and enamel figures that line the Gothenburg spend their Summer
thus collecting a million or more inner lid of the rose-colored grand vacations King Oscar II has a
dollars a year
piano, the smoking room's walls of Summer residence on the Island
We visited the Knights’ Hall, the ; Javanese teak and ebony the paint
Aug 1—We returned to GothenMaritime Museum and a castle ings on mirror glass and the macas burg and left on a tiny boat for
Church We had tea at the Mari- sar ebony walls in the dining-room Stockholm by way of the Gota
enlyst Hotel then returned to A fine home for 42 days to say the Canal.
I have never taken a more de
Copenhagen along tlie Danish least.
Riveriera. We went past manyIn the late afternoon we took 3 lightful trip anywhere in the
lovely homes, even palatial villas small steamer to Marstand. It is world. Our stateroom was so tiny,
all along the sea—a charming drive an island about two hours sail we had to take turns using it as
back to the Kungsholm, Now we from Gothenburg. We went there the beds almost touched each
are off to our last port of call on for a rest after the cruise. Con other The food was very good In
j*
the "Kungsholm."—Gothenburg
stant travel is fun but you do get deed and the small dining-room was
tired. Marstand is a quaint little attractive and homey. All the pas
July JO—Gothenburg. Sweden
Here we are ln the beautiful har place on a steep hill-side wih nar sengers were strangers, except one
bor of the town, built by Gustavus row cobble-stone stretch and town young man, who had been on the
cruise of the “Kungsholm.”
Adolphus, the great “Lion of the pumps here and there.
i To be continued i
Our room had- a balcony with a
North,” who was killed in the
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At Least
$15 Allowance
for Yours Toward
any Electric!

;oui dreams can now he yours at a worth-while saving during our Old Range

‘

LOW PRICES
SERVICE
Truman Is Not Going to Run Again, Probably Ran Out
of Mistakes, But I Have Not Run Out of Appliances

or Good Old Fashioned Low Prices

DO YOU WANT TO SAVE
OR WAIT AND RAVE

Roun UP- F°rju

days

there’s an

outright a

a nee of at least $15 for your old

sto7e,

gas or electric range toward any new electric range in our store.
Enjoy the benefits of 11) cooking results that are always "just right" (2) convenience (3) cleanliness
(4) comfort (5) economy f(5) time-releasing (7) speed cooking.

Here’s our biggest vaiue—normally thi • range sells for $159.95 and it’s undoubtedly the outstanding
en ti ic iange vaiue in Nev. England. It’s a far greater value when you trade in your old range for
you can own it for only $144.95 plus tax.

JUST RECEIVED A SHIPMENT OF FAIRBANKS MORSE

Power LAWN MOWERS

A BARGAIN Any Time
Only $14.50 down

And the Famous Planet Jr. Garden Tractors, In 3 Sizes
WE ARE GOING TO SELL AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD TO PAY
You can save yourself many dollars by coming to Washington for appliances.
Keep me in mind, we handle only standard lines—the entire Gibson line; the
Glenwood stove, refrigerator and washing machine lines; Speed Queen line;
Monarch electric stove line; the Florence stove line; Coolerator deep-freeze line
and refrigerator line; Gibson Deep Freezer, (the old and original Deep Freez
ers), Domestic electric sewing machines; the Youngstown Sink lines; Tracy
stainless steel sinks, bath room sets, white, green and blue; Fairbanks-Morse
electric hot water heaters; several makes of oil burning heaters; SherwinWilliams paint line; apartment size gas and electric refrigerators.
Have a few new '61 models Deep Freeze refrigerators that I am going to sell at
cost; Estate, electric and oil combination stoves; Fairmont double-oven gas and
oil combination stoves; deluxe models Harwick Gas and Oil combinations and
many other lines, and many more things not mentioned in this advertisement.

This outfit has plenty of merchandise. If you want to save money, this is your
chance!!! I can finance any of the above F. H. A. on part of it, or anything
attached to the home, NO DOWN PAYMENT—36 MONTHS CREDIT!!! Appliances through National Shawmut Bank, 10'down, Bal. in 24 months. No
Better Credit Terms in the Grand Old U. S. A.!!
Bear in mind that no chain store, individual store or any appliance store can
or will even try to meet my prices!

HAROLD B. KALER
TELEPHONE 5-25

WASHINGTON, MAINE

$6.00 monthly

A Once-in-s-Lifetime “BUY”

Cash $144.95 plus tax

and Your Old Range

— Just Look at These Features —
Full size, 37 inches wide.
One-piece “wrap-around” body
construction.
Fully porcelain enameled . . . acidresisting. cooking top and backguard.
Divided cooking top ... no crowd
ed utensils.
All switches on back panel
of children’s reach.

and Satisfaction
67-T&Th-71

out

Monotube surface units, easy to
clean, fast, even heating. 3 units.
Handy cooker, in front, where you
want it.
Automatic oven temperature con
trol.
Full size oven, with waist-high
broiler and smokeless broiler pan
. . . Fiberglas insulation.
Large storage compartment.

CENTRAL JMAINE
POWC

Route 220 from Waldoboro, 17 and 220 from Augusta
Free Delivery OPEN EVENINGS, SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS

BUT for 30 Days
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The L & H "NORDALE

